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ABSTRACT 
LOCAL COH.PARISON OF EXPERIMENTS vJHEN THE PARAMETER SET IS 
ONE DIMENSIONAL. 
by 
Erik N. Torgersen 
University of Oslo 
This paper treats comparison of experiments within infinitesi-
mal neighbourhoods of a fixed point 80 in the parameter set. If 
be: is the deficiency in LeCam [Ann. Nath. Statist. 35 (1964), 
1419-1455] within [8 0 -e:, 80 +e:] , then o8 /2e: ~ 6 as e: ~ 0 
provided strong derivatives exists. Related to 6 is a pseudo 
• 
metric A • 6 is a "deficiency" between pseudo experiments i.e. 
"experiments" where the basic measures are not necessarily probabil-
ity measures. Some known results on experiments are extended to 
pseudo experiments. Various characterizations, deficiencies and 
pseudo distances for the relevant pseudo experiments are considered. 
Particularily interesting representations are: probability distri-
butions with expectation zero (this representation converts products 
to convolutions), concave functions describing the relationship 
between size and slope for testing "e = e " 0 against "e > e " 0 ' 
and strongly unimodal distributions. Conditional expectation- and 
factorization criterions for sufficiency are given. 
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1. Introduction. 
This paper treats local comparison of experlinents. 
An experiment will here be defined as a pair 
{; ~ ((x,~), (P8 :e E e)) where (x,Jt) is a measurable space and 
P8 :e E e is a family of probability measures on J+. If 
~ = ( (x,~), (P9 :e E e)) then (x, 4) is the sample space of G 
and e is the parameter set of (ff ~· 
"Local" refers to restrictions to small neighbourhoods of a 
fixed point 80 in the parameter set e . The emphasize in this 
paper will be on one dimensional parameter sets, and it will be 
assumed - unless otherwise stated - that the parameter set e is a 
set of real numbers. 
This paper is based on results in Blackwell [1] and [2], in 
LeCam [ 7 J and in Torgersen [ 15 J. LeCam extended the concept of 
"being more informative", treated by Blackwell in [1] and (2], to 
the concept of e-definiency and introduced a definiency o and a 
distance ~ • It turned out, however, that the set up in [7] was 
not quite general enough to cover the situations encountered in 
this paper. For reasons, to be explaned below, we needed a theory 
for "experiments" where the basic measures are not necessarily 
probability measures. Such "experiments" will be called pseudo 
experiments and we refer to appendix B for complete definitions. 
A theory for pseudo experiments had, with another motivation, 
been attempted in [14]. Some of the results in [14 J are, together 
with a few add:tional results ,included with proofs, in appendix B. 
Pseudo experiments appears in connection with local comparison as 
follows: 
1 • 2 
Consider two experiments ~ and ~ , each having the same 
k-dimensional parameter set ® • Let e0 be an interior point of 
e and Jet be: be the deficiency of t•s restriction to the 
r,:-
E:-ball with center e 0 with respect to the same restriction off. 
Then, under differentiability conditions, oe:/2e tends to a limit 
• 
6 as E: --+ o. The number 6 may be interpreted as the local 
deficiency of ~ w .l·. t. ~~ in the point eo • 0 can - in general -
not be a deficiency since it may be arbitrarily large while ordinary 
deficiencies are in [0,2]. It may be shovm, however, that 6 is a 
deficiency of one pseudo experiment ~e w.~.t. another pseudo 
0 
experiment ~e • If k=1 then the pseudo experiment 
0 
consists of two parts, the distribution of the observations when 
8=9 0 and the derivative, in 80 , of this distribution. (The role 
of the "derivatives" ~ 8 0 resembles somewhat that of mass and 
be called the derivative of 'J- . 8 l? ln 0 • 
~e 
0 
will - when k=1 momentum in mechanics.) The experiment 
A symptotic local comparison is treated by LeCa.m in [ 8] .. 
Our approach is - in the asymptotic case - different from that in 
[ 8 J. While LeCam considered infini tesi.mal neighbourhoods of any 
point e E e we restrict ourselves to infinitesimal neighbourhoods 
of one fixed point 80 E e. We do not try to put the pieces to-
gether in order to get glob~l results, Section 7 is a exception 
since the class of eYperiments treated there have the property that 
"local" comparisons coinsides with "everywhere local" comparison. 
It will be seen from appendix B that the existence of various 
randomizations (a precise definition is given at the end of this 
section) are only proved under the assumption that some measurable 
1.3 
spaces are Borel subsets of Polish spaces. This assumption is -
when it is used - explicitely stated in the appendixes. In the 
text, however, the assumption is not explicitely stated. The only 
results whose proofs requires such an assumption are propositions 
2.3, 3.1, 3.4, 4.11, 6.5, theorems 6.1, 6.2, 6.6 and corollary 6.3. 
It is, however, shown in appendix C that proposition 2.3, 3.1 and 
3.4 have - slightly more complicated - proofs which does not depend 
on any assTh~ption of this type. The same is true for proposition 
4.11 provided it is reformulated so that condition (iii) is deleted. 
Section by section the content of this paper is as follows. 
The basic differentiability conditions are introduced in 
section 2. Experiments satisfying them will be called differenti-
able. Sufficient conditions for differentiability may - with a 
little revrording- be taken from II. 4.8 in Hajek abd S'idak [4]. 
It is shovm that products of differentiable experiments are differ-
entiable and that sub experiments of differentiable experiments are 
differentiable. 
The concept of a derivative of an experiment is introduced in 
section 3. We discLlss whi·:::}l ordered pairs of finite measures are 
derivatives and it is shown that the obvious necessary conditions 
are also sufficient. A few characterizations of the derivative are 
considered. It is - particular - shown that a derivative may, up 
to equivalence, be characterized by a probability measure having 
expectation zero. The probability measure is, essentially, a version 
of the derivative • This representation converts products into 
convolutions. We have in this paper, however, not considered central 
limit problems. 
Some basic properties of derivatives are derived in section 4. 
It is shown how a derivative may be represented by, either a convex 
function on ]- en, a:> [ or a concave function on [0, 1 ]. The last 
representation is, essentia~ly, a version of the derivative. It 
describes the relationship between size and slope in 90 for power 
functions of tests for testing "e = e " 0 against 11 8 >eo"· The 
collection of derivatives is a "lattice" for the ordering "being 
more informative", and maxima are represented by pointwise maxi-
ma of convex functions while minima are represented by point-
wise minima of the concave functions. We consider two types of 
• deficiencies - o and o - and their related pseudometrics b and 
A • o and A are - mathematically - natural extensions of o 
• 
and A in LeCam' s paper [ 7 ] • D. is - up to the mul tiplica ti ve 
factor i - the sup nol."''ll distance between the convex functions, and 
it is exactly equal to the sup norm distance between the concave 
functions. Various criterions for "being more informative" in the 
• 
o sence are given. In particular we derive the factorization 
criterion for sufficiency for these deficiencies. A few simple 
conditions for symmetry are given at the end of this section, 
• Convergence properties of the pseudo metrics *) A and A, on 
• 
the collection of derivatives are studied in section 5. b and A 
are topologically equivalent. t does, however, generate a larger 
• 
uniformity than t. Convergence criterions and compactness 
criterions are given in terms of the various representations. 
*) 6 is, in this paper, used both as a pseudo metric on the col-
lection of derivatives and as a pseudo metric on the collection of 
experiments. Which interpretation is the correct one - at any particu-
lar appearance - should be clear from the text. 
1.5 
• It is sho'Wll that A is complete while 6 is not. Using essenti-
ally the approach in [ 15] we obtain cri terions for asymptotic suffi-
ciency. A convergence onterion for random variables, of independent 
interest, is derived and applied to the problem of asymptotic 
sufficiency. 
The theory in section 2-5 is, in section 6, connected with the 
statistical theory of information. It is shown that the deficiency 
• 
wi tl1in [eo-e, 60+€] divided by 2€ tends to the 6 deficiency 
between the derivatives in eo as € ~ o. It follows that the A 
distance within [eo-e, 80+€] divided by 2e tends to the D. 
distance between th,, derivatives. It is shoY.n that the 11 differenti-
• • 
ated 11 distance A (and deficiency o) is determined by restrictions 
to the two point sets !eo-c, 8 0 +~1, ,· ~ > 0 ,· ; e to d;chotom;es w v v ~· • ~ • • 
Similar results are proved for the one sided intervals [e 0 -e, e0 ] 
and [e 0 , 80 +e]. Inequalities for products of experiment - similar 
to those in remark 3 after corollary 4 in [15 J- are derived for 
• • 
b and A • It is shown how 6 may be expressed by local compari-
son of operational characteristics. The theory developed so far is 
compared vri th the theory of locally most powerful tests. Some well 
known facts on locally most powerful tests are - for the sake of 
completeness - included. We show how the deficiency 6 and the 
distance A may be expressed in terms of locally most powerful 
tests. We generalize slightly - in an example - some of the theory 
• in 11.4.11 in Hajek and Sidaic [ 4 J in order to illustrate that 6 
is not fine enough to distinguish experiments such that the differ-
ences in local behaviou.rs .~esmall of the second order. It is sh01iY'TI. 
how local comparison may be expressed in terms of powers of most 
powerful tests for a simple hypotheses against a simple alternative. 
1.6 
• Necessary and sufficient conditions for local (i.e. A) sufficiency 
in terms of conditional expectations are given. The final results 
in section 6 are concerned with a change of parameter - in particu-
lar of scale change. 
The case of differentiable translation experiments on the real 
line is treated in section 7. This particular case turns out to be 
not so particular since any differentiable experiment - which is 
• • 
not A equivalent with a minimum information experiment - is A 
equivalent with a strongly unimodal translation experiment. The 
strongly unimodal distribution is unique up to A equivalence, i.e. 
up to a shift. This result is based on a theorem of IbragimJv [ 6 ]. 
The first part of section 7 treats a particular class of functions. 
These functions are obtained by integrating the cp functions in 
Hajek and ~idak :4] B:r.d they ar<:: , aseentialJy, versions of the deri va-
tive. It is shown that the A distance of LeCam is topologically 
• 
equivalent with the A distance provided we restrict attention to 
strongly unimodal distributions. Convergence is then i~plied by 
weak shift convergence of distributions and implies uniform shift 
convergence of densities. A simple sufficient condition for A 
convergence within the class of all differentiable translation ex-
periments is given. 
1.'""{ 
Three appendixes- A, Band Care included after section 7. 
Appendix A summarizes - without proofs - some of the results 
on translation expGriments in [ 16 ]. 
Appendix B is a self contained introduction to some basic re-
sults on comparison of pseudo experiments. 
The purpose of appendix C is - as explained above - to point ol.A.t 
the results whose proofs depends on assumptions stating that some 
of the measurable spaces involved are Borel sub sets of Polish 
spaces. 
Probabilities and more generally, measures are occasionally 
computed as follows: 
Let (x, !A-) be a measurable space, C)1 a sub ~-algebra of ,_/o/ , 
P a probability measure on J+ and 1-1 a finite measure on~ 
which is dominated by 
of, respectively, P 
so that 
p • 
and 
Denote by 
to S1 • 
PJ2> and 
Then: 
1-1)~ the restrictions 
l..l(B) = IE~ (dl..l/dP)dP ; B E S'1 
B 
A randomization (Markov hernel) from a measurable space (x,~) 
to a measurable space{~~ '_. '. will here be defined as a map 
(x,B) r""'-> p (B \x) from X x S'b to [0, 1 J such that p (B I o) is 
measurable for each BE)~ and p(o\x) is a probability measure 
for each x E x • Let p be a randomization from (x,J}) to 
( ~ , Sb), let 1-1 be a finite measure on~ and let g be a bounded 
measurable function on~~ • 
!J.p : Br---> Jl..l(dx)p(Bjx) , on 
pg x ,....__..> J p(dy jx)g (y), on 
Then v're may define a finite measure 
S1 and a bounded measurable function 
Jt . It is not difficult to see 
1.8 
that *) (IJ.p)(g) :a: \-l(pg) and this number will therefor be written 
!J.pg. Finally randomizations may be composed as follows: Let p 
be a randomization from CxJcl.) to CAj , 53) and let cr be a 
randomization from ( ~ , SJ) to (J , b). Then the composite, pcr, is 
the randomization: (x, C).-> Jcr(C\y)p(dy\x) from (x,t#) to 
<) ' (). 
*) If (x,v9- ,IJ.) is a measure space and f is a function on J4-
then the integral of f w.r.t. 1-l may be written: IJ.(f), Jfd!J., 
Jf(x)!J.(dx) or JIJ.(dx)f(x). 
2.1 
2. The differentiability conditions. 
All experiments considered in this paper have - unless 
otherwise stated - a parameter set e, which is a sub set of 
J -co, +co [ having an interior point a . We shall say that the 
0 
experiment (f = (X ,Jdr; P a: 8 e. 0) is differentiable in a 0 if 
(P 8-P8 >f<e-8 0 ) converges strongly as e ~ 80 • More precisely: 
~is 0differentiable in 80 if and only if there is a finite 
measure ~) P8 so that 
0 
P8 II = o 
0 
Writing r 8 8 = (Pe-Pe >V<e-e )-P80 we see that the o' o c.Po 
differentiability condition for (3 may be rewritten as 
cR 0 is differentiable in 80 if and only if there are finite 
measures re 8 : 8£0, so that 0' 
are - by the inequality: 
automatically bounded. 
v 
lim II ~II = 0 and 
e~e 0 
8 € 0 
e e e 
. 
~ 2 + I e- e 0 111 P 8 II -
0 
A measure on a cr-algebraVof sets is here defined as a real 
valued cr-additive function on. jq,. The term, signed measure, 
will not be used. 
2.2 
Before proceeding let us demonstrate that - together -
conditions (i)- (iv) 
(P 8 -P8 >/ (8-8 0 ) as 
below assures the strong convergence of 
0 
e .... e . 
0 
(i) There exist a positive number c and a positive measure 
~ so that P6 is defined and dominated by (i.e.: has 
densities w.r.t.) ~ when je-e0 1 <c. 
(ii) There are real valued densities 
so that the maps e /1-7 f 6 (x) from [e 0 -c, e 0 + c] to 
-[-oo, +ooJ are -for ~ almost all x -absolutely continuous. 
(iii) For ~ almost all x lim (f6(x)-f8 (x)~(e-e ) 
8+80 0 ° 
exists. 
j1r80 (x)I~Cdx) < oo 
where dots indicate differentiation w.r.t. e. 
These conditions, as well as the demonstration below, are 
adapted from II. 4. 8 in Hajek and Sidak ( 4 1 
Demonstration: 
Let N E Jr be a common exceptional }1-null set for (ii) and 
(iii). By (ii) the map (x,e) "-/ f 8 (x) from GN x [8 0 -c,80+c J 
is jointly measurable in (x,e). It follows that the map 
(x,e ~~f8 (x) ~ limsup n(f8+l/n(x)-f8 (x)) is jointly measurable 
{J. + 00 
A o 
on GN x ] 80 -c,8 0 +c [. By (ii) f 8 (x) = r 8 (x) for almost (Lebesgue) 
ail 8 in [e -c, e +c] , for all x E f1 N. 0 0 1..9 
= (by Fubini) I a:a t J cp(t)dt 
0 <0,8> 
Hence I 8-~:T J 
0 <8 '8> 
o' 
<a,b> = [a,b ]or [b,aJ as 
cp(t)dt + cp (8 ) 
0 
a < b or a > b. 
= 
as a + a 
0 
2.4 
It follows that 
By Scheffe's convergence theorem [11] 
lim J''f 8 (x) - f 8 (x)V'{e-e ) - r8 (x),ll(dx) = o 
8-+8 ~ 0 ° 0 
0 
That is: 
where 
Example (Translation experiments) 
Let f be an absolutely continuous probability density on R 
such that Jlr•(x)l~(dx) < ro, and let p be the proba~lity 
measure with density f. The translation experiment l7p is 
defined by 
where Jl... is the Borel class and 
P8 (A) = P(A- 8) ; 
·Then f 8 (x) = f(x-e), fee (x) = -f '(x-e) and it may be 
checked that (i) - (iv) are satisfied. Furthermore: 
• 
= F (A- e) 
0 = 1 -f'(x-6 ,ldx ; 
The proposition below implies that products of such 
experiments are differentiable. 
Proposition 2.1. 
cg /.) 
Let 6i = (Xi,J~i,Pe i; 8 E 0); i = 1,2,•••,n 
a E R 
, n & 
be differentiable in a • Then I G i is also differentiable 
0 i=l 
in 80 and 
1 im II en: P a i - ~P e i > / < a-8 > - < P e 1 
8-+a i , ~ 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 
+ Pa 1 
o' 
X o o o X 
+ 0 • • + F'a 1 x • o • x P e n-1 x P e n) II = o 
o' o' o' 
Proof: This is just the formula for the derivative of a product 
.) 
and its proof follows from the decomposition 
][ p X p 
i<n 8,1 eo,n 
+ Jr Pe · x Pe ][ P a 1 x p X p i<n ,~ o'n i<n-1 , ao,n-1 eo,n 
- - - - - -
+ ][ p • X P a 2 X o o a X p -][ p l_j i<2 e,~ o' eo,n i e0 ,i 
The next proposition implies that sub experiments of 
products of the translation experiments in the previous 
example are differentiable. 
Proposition 2.2. 
2.6 
Let G= ((x,!+), P8: 8£ e) be differentiable in 80 
and let ~ be a sub a-algebra ofJt , and let P 853 denote 
the restriction of P8 to S?>. Then ((x,)J), P 8 \~: 8 e e) 
is differentiable in 80 and 
~:: II ( P 8 S'~ - P a os3 ) / ( 8-eo ) - P a o 53 II = o 
0 
\'There is the restriction of 
to n 
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the restriction 
of a measure ~ to a sub a-algebra has smaller total variation 
than ~. I] 
More generally we have: 
Proposition 2.3. 
r~ ct f>..-
If !J > ~ · j- and (!) is differentiable then J is also 
differentiable. 
Proof. Write (§= (x,fl->; P8 : 8 E. 0) and 
;~ c c fli, S3> , P8M; 8€ 0) where M is a random!-
zation from <x,A) to <j , £). 
Then - by the continuity of M 
lim (P6M - P6 M)l(e-e ) = 6+6 0 ~ 0 
0 
[lim 
e+e 
0 
As a corollary of propositions 2.2 and 2.3 we get 
Corollary 2.4. 
The product experiment of a finite family of experiments 
is differentiable in e0 if and only if all factor experiments 
are differentiable in 80 • 
3. Basic properties of the derivative. 
(3.1) 
We define the derivative of a differentiable 
((x,Jt); P6 : e~ 0) as the pseudo dichotomy 
definition ((x,"f.:l..) Pa ,:P9 ) where 
0 0 
Pa (A) 
0 
experiment 
The next proposition tells us that the rule ~ A--> ~e 
0 
is monotonic w.r.t. > where > is short for "being more 
informative than" • 
Proposition 3.1. 
Let (f = ((X ,Jf), (P6; e £ e)) and 
(Qe; e E: 0)) be differentiable in e 0. 
provided !' ~ }. In particular ~e 
0 
Proof: The proof is an immediate consequence of the randomi-
zation criterion. ll 
Which pseudo dichotomies are of the form ~ 8 ? It follows 
• • 0 
from (3.1) that P8 (X) = 0 and that P8 >> P8 • The theorem 
0 0 0 
below asserts that these conditions are - together - characteristic 
properties. 
Theorem 3. 2. 
A pseudo dichotomy ((X ,tft) 'IT ,CJ) is the derivative in 
e of some experiment [§, if and only if cr(X) = 0 and 0 
'IT is a probability measure dominating CJ. If so, then 
((X,Jf)'IT,CJ) is the derivative in 6 0 of the experiment 
II *) ((x ,vcr-), P 6 : a E e) where 
Furthermore, these conditions imply that 
(3.2) lim II (11+(e-e >~fll/<e-e ) = o e~e o o 
0 
and 
(3.3) lim <II 'IT+ (e-e )crll-1>/<e-e ) = o • e~e o o 
0 
Remark. P6 is well defined since 11'1T+(6-8 0 )crll~ '1T(X)+(6-6 0 )CJ(X) = 1. 
Proof: It remains to show 
1 im II ( P 6- P 6 ) /< a- e ) - cr II = o a~a o 0 
0 
and that (3.2) and (3.3) hold when 'IT is a probability measure 
dominating CJ and CJ(X) = 0. By substitution, P6 = 'IT and we 
0 
may without loss of generality, assume that 60 = 0. 
Let s be a version of dCJ~ dTI. We get - when a ~ 0 
successively 
*) If ~ is a finite measure then 1~1 = ~v(-~). 
and 
Hence 
and 
and 
3·3 
II ('IT+So)-11 = J!l+Ssld'IT ~ J l+lesjd'IT ~ 21e1 f lsld'IT 
8s<-l ISsl>l lsi>~ 
< ~II'IT+eoi-Crr+eo)ll+ CII'IT+eoll-1)] lei 
= [211('1T+8o)-ll+ 2~('1T+6o)-l~/lal 
In proving (3.5) we used the first of the identities 
(3.6) follows from the equations 
The proof may be completed by noting that (3.4) and (3.5) 
imply -since cr is finite - (3.2) and ~1W II (P 8-P 80 )f8-8 0 )-al =0, 
0 
while (3.3) follows from (3.2) and (3.6). [] 
The pseudo dichotomy ((X,Vf)n,a) where n is a probability 
measure dominating a and cr(x) = 0, will be denoted by ~ 0 • , 
The standard representation of ~ is of the form 
n,a 
qg where S1 = n(l/(l+lsl ), s/(l+ls!))-l and s1,S2' 
82 = cr(l/(l+lsl), s/(l+lsl))-1 • Here s is a version of dcr/dn. 
A closely associated characteristic is the standard measure 
S=S +lSI. 
1 2 
Alternatively we may - since s and -1 'ITS determines each 
other - use ns-1 as a characteristic. The measure ns-1 will 
occasionally be denoted by F ~· TI,v 
Let Gn a be the measure whose Radon Nikodym derivative 
, 
w.r.t. F is the identity function x~x. It will follow 
n,a 
from proposition 3.4 that 
( C] ..QO, +oo [, Borel class) , 
is a derivative. 
Furthermore - since x ~x is a version of 
sqn a are equivalent. 
' 
It may 
be checked that F n,cr is, and may be any probability distribution 
on J-oo,+oo( having expectation 0. We will, occasionally, write 
Fa instead of F when <g a 
o ' 1T ,a 1T' 
property of this characteristic is : 
Proposition 3.3. 
t/. 
= 0a . 
0 
3·5 
One pleasant 
Let cf1 , t-2 , o • •, (fn be differentiable in a 0 • Then 
where * means convolution. 
Proof: It suffices to consider the case of two experiments 
~<x,c.A.>, P6 :~ ec 9) and '-5' = (( 'J' '3>, Q6 : e ~ 9). 
Suppose (f and 5- are differentiable in a 0 • Using proposition 
2.1 we get 
II 
The fact that 
( C] _co, +oo [, Bore 1 class) , F 'IT a, G 1T a) 
, , 
both are 
derivatives, is a consequence of : 
Proposition 3.4. 
If Cf? = ( ( 1' ~ ) , ll, v) < ~'IT (j = , then 1J is 
also a derivative. 
Proof: Let M be a randomization such that lJ = 1TM and 
v = aM. Then lJ is a probability measure, v(~) = f cr(dx)M(~I") = 
cr(X) = 0 and v( /3) = fcr(dx)M(I3 lx) = 0 when JJ( /3) = 
J1T(dx)M( G I x ) 0 = o. 
4.1 
4. Comparison of derivatives. 
In this - and the next section - derivatives will be written 
1?~ a = ((X,~),~,o) with or without affixes. The following 
not~tions relative to the derivative ~ = ((X,~),~,o) will 
~,a 
be used: 
s 
definition do/d~ 
F definition -1 ~s 
U(~) definition ~~~~-al; ~ €. ] -oo, +oo r 
v definition {(Jod~,foda): o ~ 0 < 1} 
a(a) definition sup{y: (a,y).: V}; aE: [O,l] 
Affixes on ~,~,a,X,~~,F,U,V and a; when these are 
referring to the same derivative ·· will be of the same type. 
~ -For two derivatives and <g we will write: 
~(~,~) definition the smallest £12 ~ch that <g is (0,£) 
deficient w.r.t. '8 . 
• 
- definition max ( d ( ~ , ~ ) , ~ (~ , ~ ) ~ (~, ~) 
It follows directly from the definitions that 
o~6ct?,~) < oo, 
tS(~,~) = o, 
tS(~,~) ~(~,f) . - A. < + o(~,fl>, 
= 
• 
~ is a pseudo metric, 
0 • < 2cS 
= 
0 
and ~ < 2~. 
= 
4.2 
Let and 
derivatives. Then - since TI and TI both are probability 
measures and a(X) = cr(X) - ll 1 ( ~, ~) = 0, and general comparison 
is equivalent with comparison for testingproblems. It follows 
that cg is (e: 1 ,e: 2) deficient w.r.t. cg if and only if 
... -
lla1TI+a2al > lla1TI+a2a~- e:dad- e:2la2l; a1,a2~j-oo,+oo[ 
or equivalently that: 
(4.1) 
In particular 
(4.2) 
so that 
(4.3) 
Similarily: 
(4.4) 
so that 
... 
(4.5) s ~P I u c ~ ) - u c ~ ) 1/2 
It follows directly from (4.3) that U determines ~ up to 
equivalence. We shall later describe the class of possible U's. 
Two simple lower bound for o and ll (and therefore for 
. 
2~ and 2ll) follows by inserting ~ = 0 in (4.2) and (4.3). We 
get: 
(4.6) 
and 
(4.7) 
The weak compactness theorem implies that V is closed -
and it is easily seen that V is a compact and convex sub set 
of ro,l] X ]-oo,+oo[.. Moreover (O,O)E. v and- since (1- ti) 
is a test function when o is -it is symmetric about (l,O). 
As an example consider the case where 
are given numbers and F assigns mass 1-a 
a € ] 0,1 [ and b > 0 
in (-b)/(1-a) 
and mass a in b/a. Then V is the region bounded by the 
parallelogram with corners (0,0), (a,b), (1,0) and (1-a,-b). 
v is - by symmetry - determined by 
V+ definition {(x,y): (x,y)€ V&·y -~ O}. The negative part {(x,y): 
(x,y)EV & y < O} is the reflection of V+ w.r.t. the point (i,O). 
4.4 
If fod~ = 0 then o = o a.e. ~ and - since ~ >> a-
Joda = 0. It follows that (0,0) is the only point in V with 
first coordinate = 0 and that (1,0) is the only point in V 
with first coordinate = 1. The second coordinate y of a point 
in numerical value and 
If a = 0, then V 
6= I O s> 
= 
is the line 
(x ,y) E. V is bounded by II a IY 2 
give the point c~cs > o~ll av2). 
segment {(a,O): 0 ~a< 1}. V 
sir.ce U does and 
determines ~ up to equivalence 
U(~) = 2H(~,-l)-~ ; 
where H is the support function of V. 
It follows - since 6 obviously determines V - that ~ is, 
up to equivalence, determined by 6. Furthermore a is concave 
and 6(0+) = 6(0) = 6(1-) = a(l) = o. 
Conversely, let a be any concave function on [0,1] such 
that a(o) = a(O+) = S(l-) = a(l) = o. Then a is absolutely 
continuous with a Hahn set of the form [o ,a.0] where a.0 E. J 0,1 [ 
is a point where 6 obtains its maximum. The measure whose 
distribution function is a will - by abuse of notations - also 
be denoted by a. Let A denote Lebesgue measure restricted to 
the Borel class on (o, 1] • Then 
(([0,1], Borel class), A,a) 
is a derivative, and we will now show that the same procedure 
applied to this derivative will give us a back again, i.e.: 
sup( J oda : 0 < 6 ~ 1 ; f 6 d A = a) = a ( a) ; a e [ 0 , 1] • 
We may - since this is trivial when a = 0 or a = 1 - assume 
a e. ] 0,1 [. Let ~ be an arbitrary test function such that 
JodA. = a. Then we have: 
1 
Jr[o,a)df3- J~df3 = fcr[o,a]- ~)(f3'-f3'(a))dA.. 
0 
The integrand on the right hand side is - by the concavity of f3 -
non negative whenever it is defined. It follows that 
fi[o,~d6 ~ f6d6 and- since fr[o,a]dl =a ~s~(f6d6:. o < 
odA. =a) = JI(o,a)df3 = f3(a). 
We have proved 
Theorem 4.1. 
0 <1· = , 
f3 characterizes the derivative up to equivalence and a is 
and may be any concave function on [0,1] such that f3(0+) = 
f3(0) = 0 = S(l) = S(l-). 
If a has these properties; then any derivative corresponding 
to a is equivalent with 
(([0,1], Borel class), !., a) 
The correspondence between V and a yields : 
corollary 4.2. 
V characterizes the derivative up to equivalence and V is 
and may be any compact convex set contained in the strip 
[0,1] x ]-oo,+oo[, containing (0,0) but no other point (O,y), and 
which is symmetric w.r.t. (~,0). 
4.6 
Corollary 4.3. 
A set of derivatives having the property that any derivative 
has a version in the set, is a lattice for the ordering ~ If 
g and ~ are in the set, then ~(I. cg is represented by 
min(l3,13). 
Let us now see how comparison of the derivatives may be 
expressed in terms of the 13- s. Let H and H be the support 
functions of V and V respectively. The criterion for CE1,E2) 
deficiency may now be written 
H + H > H 
where H is the support function: (a 1 ,a2) n+ Cla 1 IE 1+Ia2IE2)/2 
of [-Ey'2,E 1/2 J x [-E2j2,E2/2J. Hence: 
Proposition 4.4. 
1? is (E 1 ,E 2) deficient w.r.t. ~ if and only if 
V + [-E1;2,E1/ 2] X [ -E2;2,E2/2] :? V 
In terms of the 13- s, this may be formulated as: 
Proposition 4.5. 
~iS (El ,E2) deficient w.r.t. ~ if and only if 
at:[O,l]. 
Proof: Suppose 'g is (E 1 ,E2) deficient w.r.t. '& , 
and let a.£ [o ,1]. By proposition 4.4 - since (a.,l3 (a.) )E: V 
there is a point such that and 
-
I a ca. ) - x 2 1 < E 2/2 . Hence 
sup{l3(x): xe[a. 
4.7 
_ 2° Suppose sup{~(x): x E:. [a - e/2, a + E1/2}} 
> 8 (a) - £4 2; a. ( [0 ,1 J , and consider a point (z 1 ,z 2 ) E. V where 
Z2 .:_ 0. There is, by assumption, a x1 in [z1 -e. 1j2, z 1 + £1/2] 
so that S(x 1 ).?:. S(z 1 ) - e. 2/2 > z 2 - e. 2 j2. Put x 2 = 
min(~(x 1 ), z 2 + £ 2/2). Then - since 0 < x 2 < (3(X,) - , (x 1 ,x2 )€ V 
and clearly x 2 oe: [z, - E 2j2, z 2 + E 2/2).~ Hen:e (z 1 ,z 2 )oe: V + 
[- E 1/2, ~ 1/2 J x [- E 2/2, E 2/21. By symmetry this extends to any 
(z1,z2)E V and (e.1,E2) deficiency follows from proposition 4.4. 
D 
Corollar;y 4.6. 
o ( rg , r[) is the smallest E > 0 such that 
-sup{~(x): lx- a! ~ e:/2} > 8(a.) - e:./2; a € [o ,1]. 
Corollary 4.7. 
~(~,<§) ... 13(a))+ = sup(8(a) 
a. 
and 6c~,~) = supjS(a) S(a)l -. 
a 
By corollary ( 4. 7), X ( ~ ,9,- ) is simpl;}' the sup norm distance 
betv-reen f3 and (3. 
The next proposition tells us how to get U and 8 from F. 
Proposition 4.8. 
F determines f3 and U through the formulas: 
a 
f3 (a.) = I 
-1 F (1-p)dp; a.~ [0,1] 
0 
and 1 
00 
U(~) = 2 F(x)dx - ~ = 2 f (1-F(x))dx + ~; 
-oo ~ 
Proof: 1° Proof of the formula for 6: 
For each Borel sub set B of [ 0, i] write 't' ( B ) = 
f F-1 (1-p)dp. Then (A,T) defines a derivative with U 
B 
function given by: 
1 1 
~ ,_> II ~A-'t' II = J I ~-F-1 (1-p) I dp = f I ~-F-1 (p) I dp 
0 0 
= Jl~-x!F(dx) = U(~). 
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It follows that (A,T) has the same function as ~ • 
Keep a~[O,l] fixed and write <\l(p) = 0 or 1, as p < a 
or p > a. Then foad"A = a. Hence S(a) > foadT. If JodA = a 
and 0 < 0 < 1, then: foa.d't' - Jod't' = J<oa(p) - o(p))(F-1 (1-p) 
= = 
- F-1 (1-a.))dp 
S(a:) = foa.d't' 
> o. It follows that 
= 
= 1 F-1 (1-p)dp. 
0 
is optimal; i.e. 
2° Proof of the formulas for U: In the same vvay as we 
got (3.6) we get: 
u c ~ ) = 211 c ~'IT - cr ) + II - ~ 
+ II (~'IT-cr) II may - using the representation 
(()-oo,+c:o[,Borel class);F,G) where G(B) = J xF(dx); BEBorel class, 
B 
- be written : 
II (~'IT-cr)+ll = fC~-x)+F(dx) = JF(dx). 
This proves the first "= ", and the last " = 11 follows from 
4.9 
the identity: 
co i; 
.; + /(1-F(x)dx = J F(x)dx; .;6 [-co,+oo] . I] 
.; -00 
Here ls the promised description of the set of possible U-s. 
Proposition 4.9. 
The function U associated with the derivative ~ has the 
following properties 
lim [u(.;) +.;] = lim[u(.;) - .;1 = o 
.;+-co .;+oo -
Conversely: any function U from ]-co,+co[ to )-co,+co[ 
which satisfies U1 and U2 corresponds to a derivative ~ • 
Proof: Suppose U is the U function associated with~ • 
Then ul follows directly from the definition, while u2 is a 
consequence of proposition 4.8. 
2° Let U be a function from ]-co,+co[ to ]-oo,+co[ 
satisfying U1 and U2, and let T denote the function 
.; ,.._> [u(.;) + .;"J/2. Then U1 and U2 may be rewritten -
respectively -as: 
lim T(.;) 
.;+-oo 
= lim[T(.;) 
.;+co .;1 = o. 
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Consider numbers ~ 1 < ~2 and n > 0. By T1: 
n + oo together with T2 give: 
It follows that T is absolutely continuous on finite 
intervals. By the Radon Nikodym theorem there is a raal valued 
function F so that 
~2 
(§§) T(~2) - T(~l) = I F(x)dx; ~1 ~2 E.] -oo,+oof_. 
~~ 
Here we may - and shall - by (§) - assume that 0 < F < 1. 
= = 
The 
complement of the set {~: T'(~) = F(~)} has Lebesgue measure 
zero and F is - by T1 - monotonically increasing on 
{~: T'(~) = F(~)}. It follows that we may choose a Radon Nikodym 
derivative F which is monotonically increasing on ]-oo,+oo[. 
Finally F may be modified on a countable set so that the final 
version is monotonically increasing and left continuous. 
~ 1 + - 00 in (§§) give (using T2) 
~ 
(§§§) T(~) = I F(x)dx ; 
The convergence of this integral implies lim F(x) = o. 
x+-oo 
Similarily ~2 = ~ and ~1 = 0 in (§§) yield: 
~ 
T(~) - T(O) = I F(x)dx 
0 
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or 
(§§§§) 
T(O) - T(~) + ~ = 1 (1-F(x))dx 
0 
(using T2) give: 
00 
T(O) = f (1-F(x))dx, 
0 
and the convergence of this integral implies lim F(x) = 1. 
x-+oo 
Altogether we bave now shown that F is a probability 
dittribution function. (§§§) with ~ = 0 and (§§§§) yield 
It follows that 
G ( B ) = f xF ( dx ) • 
B 
JxF(dx) = 0. For each Borel set B writes 
Then SP= ((]-oo,+oo[, Borel class) F,G) is a 
derivative and the corresponding u function is - by proposition 
4.8: 
~ 
~ ~> 2 f F (X) dx - ; = 2 T ( ; ) - ~ = U (; ) • 0 
co 
CorolJary 4.10. 
Suppose <if and cg... belong to a set of derivatives containing 
at least one version of any derivative. Then - provided ~ and 
cg is in this set - g V ~ has max(U,U) as u function. 
The ordering " g)~~ 11 for pseudo dichotomies is defined 
as " o ( ~ ,'l ) = 0 " By the definition of 6, g > cg implies 
6<'8 ,c[) = 0. Conversely, 6( ~ ,<~) = 0, implies - since 26 > o -
~ ~<:g... • This and other criterions for " > 11 are listed in 
4.12 
Proposition 4.11. 
The following conditions on the pair ( 8 ,cf ) of 
de:pivatives are equivalent: 
(i) g ~ i 
( ii) 6 ( cg , '[ ) = 0 
(iii) There eAists a randomization M from (X~) to 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
... ... 
(X,~) so that TIM = ; and crM =cr. 
u > u 
= 
v ~ v 
= 
s ~ 8 
J F(x)dx > j F(x)dx ; 
QO QO ... f 1-F(x)dx > f (1-F(x)dx . S € J -w , +oo [ 
' s s 
... 
f <P dF > f <P dF for any convex <P· 
There exists a dilatation D (i.e. D is a 
randomization such that f y D(dy I x) X x) 
... 
so that F = F D • 
Proof: We have already shown (i) <=> (ii). (i) <=> (iii) 
follows from the randomization criterion. (i) <=> (iv) follows 
from (4.2). (i) <=> (v) follows from proposition 4.4. 
(1) <=> (vi) follows from corollary 4.7 and 
(iv) <=> (vii) <=> (viii) is a consequence of proposition 
4.8. Altogether we have now shown 
(1) <=> (ii) <=> • • • • <=> (viii). 
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Suppose (i). Then -by the sub linear function criterion -
""' fw(l,x)F(dx) > fw(l,x)F(dx) for any sub linear function w on 
J -(;1:), +oo [ 2 • This implies - since any COI\lvex function <P is of 
the form lim+wn(l,x) where wn; n = 1,2,••• are sub linear 
n 
- (ix). Conversely (ix), with <P's of the special type X 0+ W(l,x) 
where w is sub linear, implies (i). Finally (ix) <=> (x) is a 
consequence of theorem 2 in Strassen's paper [12]. n 
The equivalence " § ... cg " for pseudo dichotomies is defined 
as "6(~ ,i) = 0" By proposition 4.11, 8-~- if and only if 
X ( <g ,i ) = 0. The particular case of sufficiency is treated in 
the next proposition. It will be shown that the factorization 
criterion is valid for derivatives. The argumentation is 
essentially that of example 9 in [15]. 
Proposition 4.12. 
Let <f5 = ( ( X ,~ ) , 1r , a ) be a derivative and let ~ be the sub 
derivative ( (x,t.S-) ,n56 ,~ ) where S3 is a sub a algebra of c)).. 
and the subscript 51 indicates restriction to 53 . 
Then %> ... ~- if and only if da/dn has a S3 measurable 
version. 
Proof: On the probability space (X,~,Tr) consider the variables 
s(=da/dn) and E~s. Let BES3. Then f EJ3 sdTr = j Sd'rr = 
B B 
It follows that ESb s is a version of da /dTT-:> • 
51, Sv 
Hence-by the discussion in section 3 - ~ - ~ if and only if 
a(B) = a_Q, (B). 
cl<sln) = J.cE 53s!n), and this- by the argumentation in example 9 )'b 
s = E s a.s n. in [15]- is the case if and only if 0 
4.14 
If ~= ((X,~~),TI,cr) is a derivative, then 
~ definition n 
~ ((X,v~),TI,-cr) is also a derivative. A few simple 
properties of the correspondence cg 1\-+ q;> are listed in: 
Pro12osition 4.13. 
= 
=CiJ (i) C8 
(ii) U(~) = U(-~) . ~ E: 1 -00 '00 [ , 
(iii) S(a) = B(l-a) . aG::[O,l] , 
(iv) v = {(x,y): (1-x,y) f: V} 
(v) s = - s 
(vi) F = Ji-x I Jsx) = F) 
(vii) 8c sq, ~2 ) = ·--o<<51,l$?2> 
and . ~ ~ ~('i{p . 2) = ~(~1,~) 
(viii) o(~1,<iJ2) = ( C£,1' ~2) 
and ~(~1' ~2) = ~(~,1f:) 
Proof: Follows directly from the definition. [] 
4.15 
A derivative SJ will be called sy~~etric if . -~ cCS ,~ ) = o. 
Corollar:t 4.14. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) c;; is symmetric 
(ii) ~>cp 
(iii) u is an even function 
(iv) B is symmetric about , 2 
(v) v is symmetric about the line "x = ltt 2 
(vi) F is symmetric about o. 
Proof: Straight for~Tard. 0 
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5 Convergence of derivatives. 
The notational system in this section will be the same as 
in section 4. A few convergence criterions are listed in: 
Theorem 5.1. 
The following conditions on the derivatives 
and ~ are equivalent: 
~~ n = n 
(1) lim l(~n'cg) = 0 
n-+oo 
(ii) lim il(~n' ~) = 0 
n-.oo 
(iii) lim Sn(o:) = S(o:); uniformly in 0: E. [0,1] 
n-+ ·oo 
(iv) lim an (o:) = S(o:); o: " [o ,1) 
n+oo 
(v) lim Un(~) = U(~); uniformly in ~ € J -oo, +a{ 
n+oo 
(vi) lim Un(O = U(~); ~ £ J -oo, +oo [ 
n+oo 
(vii)~) lim A(Fn,F) = 0 and X "'-+- X is uniformly 
n-+oo 
w.r.t. F ; n 
n 
Remark. 
1 2 ooe I t 
integrable 
= 1 2 ••• 
' .t .. 
It follows from proposition 4.8 that (v) may be written, 
(vt) lim 1 ~n(x)-F(x)Jdx = 0; uniformly in ~ ~ J _oo , +oo [ 
n+oo -co 
or 
00 
[F n (X) -F (X)] dx ( v' 1 ) lim f = 0. ---"---' n+oo 
*) A is the Levy diagonal distance. 
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while (vi) may be written 
(vi'' ) lim J [F (x) -F (x >] dx = 0; ~ € J -oo, +co [ 
n-+co -oo n 
or 
(vi t r ) lim 
---"---
n+oo 
An alternative way of writing (vii) is: 
(vit') 
Proof of the theorem: 
(i) <=> (iii): Follows from corollary 4.7. 
(i) < > {v) This is a consequence of (4.5). 
(iii) <=> (iv) =>is trivial, so suppose lim 13n(a) = 13(a),ac[.o,l] 
n-+oo 
Let us show that a • n = 1 ,2, • • • ~-'n, are equicontinuous in 1. 
Let E > 0 be given. By the continuity of 13 in 1, there is a 
Hence - since 13 (a ) + 13(a ) 
n E E 
there is a positive integer nE so that 13 (a ) < E when n > n~. n E ... 
Let and suppose 
situ3.tion: 
n > n • 
= E Here is a picture of the 
The line through (O,O) and (a0 ,e) must -by concavity -intersect 
the vertical through (a,O) in a point (a,y) where y > Sn(a) 
(If otherwise, then Sn(a£) >e). Hence 
In the same way - or by a symmetry argument - we may show 
that ~ · n = 1 ,2 , • • • 
n' 
are equicontinuous in 0. It follows - by 
concavity - that 0 • n = 1,2,••• 
"'n, are equicontinuous on [o ,1]. 
Moreover - since 0 • n = 1 ,2, • • • ~-'n, are uni~ormly bounded on a set 
[O,a '] v [a" ,1] where 0 < a' < a" < 1 
(by concavity again) uniformly bounded. 
a ' n = 1 ,2,. • • are 
n 
(iii) follows .now from Ascoli' s theorem. 
(i) <-> (ii): => follows from the inequality 
lim ~ <<& n, ~ ) = 0. By corollary 4. 6 there is 
n-l>QO 
· .. 
~ ~ 2~. Suppose 
for each a. t. [o ,1} 
a sequence xn; n = 1,2,••• so that lxn-al < o(~, ~ )/2; 
n 
n = 1,2,••• and 
n = 1 ,2, • • • 
Hence 
lim sup Sn(a) ~ S(a); a.<:. [0,1] 
n-+co 
It follows - as above - that S·n=l2••• 
n' ' ' 
are equicontinuous. 
Using corollary 4.6 - the other way round -we see that there is, 
for each a£ [o ,1] , a sequence yn; n = 1,2, • • • so that 
jyn-al ~ o(cgn,cs);2, n = 1,2,··· ' and 
Bn(yn) > S(a) - o(c:gn'cg )j2; n = 1,2,•••. 
By equicontinuity 
Hence 
liminfSn(a) ~ S(a) 
n 
Altogether we have shown (iv) and we already know that 
(iv) => (iii) => (i). 
( v) <=> (vi ) : => is trivial so suppose ~!~ Un(~) = U(~); 
~ E J _oo, +oo [. 
4.8; J F (x)dx + 
~ 
By proposition f F(x)dx; ~ t J -oo , +oo [. 
-oo n 
-00 
~0 
Let ~0 by such that f F(x)dx > 0, and choose a n so that 
-oo 0 
f° Fn(x)dx > 0 when n > n • 
= 0 
Define the distribution functions 
-oo 
M 
' 
M 
n +1' and M by n 
0 0 
~(~) = [£} n <x )dx] j[J:F n (x )dx); ~EJ-oo,~J, 
M (~) = 1 . ~ E 1 ~o'oo[, n ' 
M(~) = [_£ F(x)dxV[b<xldx]; f; E J -oo , f; 0] , 
and 
M(f;) = 1 
' 
~E.)~o'oo[ • 
Then Mn: n ~ n0 and !11 are continuous probability distri-
bution functions and lim M (~) = IVI(f;);f;€]-oo,oo[. 
n+oo n -
It follows that the convergence is uniform in r;. Hence 
1 Fn(x)dx + 1 F(x)dx . uniformly in ~ € ~~-oo' ~ J , 
- 0 
-oo -oo 
i.e. lim u (f;) = U(~) . uniformly in ~~ 1-oo' ~ 1 • n ' - o-n+oo 
Similarily it may be shown that lim U (~) = U(~); 
n+oo n 
0) 
uniformly in ~€. [_~ 1 ,co[ when J (1-F(x)dx > 0. 
~1 
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(vi) <-> (vii): <=is clear since Un(~) = Jl~-xiFn(dx) 
and U(~) = /1~-xiF(dx). Suppose (vi). Then JlxiFn(dx) = 
Un(O) + U(O) = JjxjF(dx). It follows that F , n = 1,2,••• 
n 
are 
conditionally 
E:2 
By (vi) I 
E:l 
compact. Suppose A(Fnk,F0 ) + 0 
E:2 
+ f F(x)dx as k + co 
E:l 
as k + co. 
~2 
Hence J F(x)dx = 
~1 
F (x)dx 
0 
when so that F = F • 
0 
I follows that 
and since /lxiFn(dx) + /lxjF(dx) X f4. X is 
uniformly integrable w.r.t. Fn; n = 1,2,•••. IJ 
It follows from theorem 4.1 that any continuous pointwise 
limit of a - s corresponds to a derivative. The set of possible 
functions u is, however~ not a closed sub set of cc]-oo,+co[) 
with the topology of pointwise convergence. 
Example 5.2. 
Define for each n = 1,2,•••; Un by 
By proposition 4.9, Un represents a derivation. The continuous 
function ~ ~ lim U (~) = I~~+ 1 
n+co n 
does not, however, satisfy the 
criterions in proposition 4.9, - and therefore does not correspond 
to any derivative. 
5.5 
This difference in behaviour of the S's and the U's is 
more apparent than real, since we have 
Proposition 5.3. 
The following conditions on a sequence cg ; n = 1,2, of 
n 
derivatives are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof 
There exists a deri"lative ~ so that lim ~ ( <£? , ~ ) = 0 • 
n-+-oo n 
lim a (a) exists for all aE [0,1] and the function 
n+oo n 
a. ·14 lim an (a) is continuous in 0 and 1. 
n+oo 
lim U (~) 
n-+-oo n 
exists for all ~ €"] -co, +oo [ and the function from 
[ -oo, +oo J to [0 ,oo [ which maps - 00 and oo into 0 and any 
finite into lim U (~) - 1~1, is continuous on 
n+oo n 
(i) <= (ii): Suppose a(a) = lima (a) 
n-+-oo n 
exists and that a 
is continuous in 0 and 1. By theorem 4.1, a corresponds to a 
derivative cg , and by theorem 5.1, ~( ~n''g) -+- o. 
(i) -> (ii): Suppose lim ~ ( E , ~ ) = 0 • 
n 
By theorem 5.1 
n+OO 
lim an (a) = a(a); 01.~ [o ,1] and a is - by theorem 4.1 - absolutely 
n-+-oo 
continuous on [o, 1] . 
( i) <-= (iii) : Suppose U(~) = lim U (~) 
n+oo n 
exists for any 
in J _co ' +oo [' and that lim [u(~) - I~IJ = 0. By proposition 4.9, 
~~j-+-oo 
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u corresponds to a derivative ~ and by theorem 5.1 lim ~ ( ~ , ~) =0. 
n-+-oo n . 
(i) => (iii) : Suppose lim ~c<Bn,11> = o. By theorem 
n-+-oo 
lim Un(~) = U(~); ~ t]-oo,+oo[. and - by proposition 4.9 -
n-+-oo 
5.1 
lim ru < ~ > - I ~ 1-J = o. 
I ~ 1-+-oo Ll n 
It will occasionally be convenient to work with sets of 
experiments and related sets. We will -in such situations -always 
assume that we are working within a well defined set containing 
representations of any given experiment. 
0 
By theorem 5.1, 6 and ~ are topologically equivalent • 
• 
~ does, however, generate a larger uniformity than ~. 
Example 5.4. 
Let s' J 0,1[ and t E [o,co[. Define " as the j.)s t 
' 
a-function whose graph consists of the line segment from (0,0) to 
($,t) and the line segment from (s,t) to (1,0). Define a t as s, 
the a-function whose graph consists of the line segment from (0,0) 
to (s~t), the line segment from (s 2 ,t) to (s,t) and the line 
segment from (s,t) to (1,0). Here is a figure of the situation: 
1\ 
5.8 
Simple calculations - using corollaries 4.6 and 4.7 -yield 
b.( ~s t' CBs t) = 2ts(l-s) /<t+s) 
' ' 
and 
It follows that ~( ~ t'eg t) ~ 0 whenever s ~ 0. Nothing s, s, 
can, however, be interferred from "s ~ 0 11 on the behaviour of 
~ ( <gs t '~ s t ) · 
' ' 
0 
Corollary 4.7 implies that ~ is complete. It may, however, 
easily happen that a sequence of derivatives converges in the b. 
distance to a pseudo dichotomy which is not a derivative. 
Example 5.5. 
Define - for each s €]0,1[ -the derivative <gs by the 
matrix: 
and define the 
X : 0,1 
s 
'IT : s, 1-s 
s 
a . 1, -1 s . 
pseudo dichotomy 
X 0,1 
'IT 0,1 
a : 1, -1 
~ by the matrix: 
Then lim 6 ( cg , ~ ) = 0. f! is, however, not a derivative. 
s~o s 
5.9 
By example 5.5 the set of derivatives is not ~-closed as 
a sub set of the set of all pseudo dichotomies. It follows that 
~ restricted to the set of derivatives is not complete • 
• ~ and ~ determine - since they are topologically 
equivalent - the same class of (conditionally) compact sets. Some 
compactness criterions are listed in: 
Theo1em 5.6. 
The following conditions on the set { ~t: t E T} of 
derivatives are equivalent. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Remark. 
(iv ') 
and 
{ cgt: 
0 
t E T} is ~ conditionally compact 
{ cgt: t c T} is ~ conditionally compact 
{j3t . tt T} is equicontinuous in 0 and 1 . 
lim [ U t ( s) - I s 11 = 0; uniformly in t E. T. lsl+oo -
X "'* X is uniformly integrable w.r.t. Ft: t€ T. 
It follows from proposition 4.8 that (iv) may be written 
s 
I Ft(x)dx = 0; uniformly in 
-00 
t ~ T, 
00 
lim I (1-Ft(x))dx = 0; uniformly in t E T. 
s+oo S 
5.10 
Proof of the theorem: 
(i) <=> (ii) follows directly from theorem 5.1 
(i) => (iii) follows from theorem 5.1 and Ascoli's theorem 
(i) <= (iii) Equicontinuity in 0 and 1 implies - by 
concavity - equicontinuity on [0,1]. Equicontinuity and concavity 
imply - since 
(i) follows now from Ascoli's theorem. 
(i) => (iv) follows from proposition 4.9, theorem 5.1 and 
Ascoli's theorem. 
(iv) => (i) Suppose lim Lr u t ( ~) - I ~ 1] = o, uniformly in t €. T. 
I~I+CXl 
Let e > 0. Then there is a k > 0 so that 1~1 ~ k => 
Ut(~) < 1~1 + e. Hence 
so that 
Let h £ (o, E] and let ~ be any real number. Choose 
numbers ~ 1 and ~ 2 so that ~ 1 > k,~ and ~ 2 < -k,~. By convexity: 
-3E ~ [ut(~2)+~2]-[ut(~2-h)+~2-h]-h = Ut(~2)-Ut(~2-h) < 
u t ( ~ +h) - u t ( ~) < u t ( ~ l +h) - u t ( ~ 1) = [ u t ( ~ 1 +h) - ( ~ 1 +h)] - [ u t ( ~ 1) - ~ 1 I + h_g E • 
It follows that Ut; t & T is uniformly equicontinuous from the 
right on ] -oo, +oo [. Similarily - or by a symmetry argument -
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ut: t ~ T is uniformly equicontinuous from the left on J -oo , +co [, 
Define for each t in T wt as the map from [-oo, +oo) to [O,oo[ 
which maps -00 and 00 into 0 and a finite ~ into Ut(0-1~1· 
Then Wt: t ~ T is uniformly equicontinuous and uniformly bounded 
on [-co ,+oo }. (i) now follows from Ascoli 's theorem, proposition 5.3 
and theorem 5.1. 
(i) <=>(v) Follows directly from theorem 5.1. ll 
In order to generalize proposition 4.12 to the asymptotic 
case, we need the following result: 
Proposition 5.7. 
For each n, n = 1,2,•••, let 
on a probability space 
by En' Let - for each 
X be a real random variable 
n 
Denote expectation w.r.t. 
be a sub a algebra of Jf. 
n 
Suppose Xn; n = 1,2,•••, are uniformly integrable (i.e. 
lim sup E IX I I = O). Then 
c+oo n n n 1Xnl~ c 
lim A( £.<x ) , t<E ~nx )) = o 
n+oo n n 
if and only if 
Proof: 
The "if" is trivial, so let us suppose that 
lim A(£. (Xn), lCE g nX ) ) = 0. We may - by the relative compactness 
n-+co n 
5.12 
of (X )· n = 1 2 o•• assume that there is a random variable n , ' , , 
Z on some probability space so that : 
lim A( £.<xn), tcz)) = o 
n+oo 
Hence: 
S3 
lim A(~(E ~ ),cl(Z)) = 0. 
n+oo n 
Suppose Xn > 0; n = 1,2,•••. It suffices -since 
~n (X - E X ) · n = 1. 2, • • •. are uniformly integrable 
n S3 n , , , 
( xn - E nxn) + o • 
Pn 
Suppose first that we have shown 
j$6 I 
lXI - IE nx + o 
n n. p 
n 
Choose numbers £ > 0 and c > 0. Then: 
to show that 
I % I I 33 I 
< P ( ( y'jf'7 + v'E nx ) > c ) + P ( I IX' - IE nx I > e../ c) 
=n n n n= n n n n= 
Hence 
.c + 00 
lim sup P ( I X - E S3 ~ I ~ £) < sup E (IX" + h S3nx 1) ~ 
n n n n n n n n /C n+oo n 
give - since 
lim P (I X -
n+oo n n 
' I 
sup E (ff" + "S3nXn) 
n n n 
ES3nXI >£)=0. 
n n = 
It follows that we will be through if we can show that 
n'- IE ~~I+ o. 
n n n P 
n 
Now: 
and 
By uniform integrability: 
and 
Write 
By Jensen's inequality Yn > 0 a~.Pn; n = 1,2,•••, and 
Hence 
so that 
E y 
n n 
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By uniform integrability again 
and 
Hence 
EX + EZ 
n n 
Sh 2 E (E n.;x--~ -+- EZ 
n n n 
= E X - E ( E <)1n IX:') 2 -+- 0 
n n n n n 
so that ~ 
IX' - E nIX" -+-
n n n pn 
0 
It follows - since Y -+- 0 that 
n P 
n 
r% ' IX'""' - IE nx -+- o . 
n n n P 
n 
2° Let us return to the general case. 
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$3 ( Clearly r (X+) -+- £cz+) and r((E nX )+) -+-d.._(Z+). By ~ n ~ n n 
uniform integrability 
E x+ - E (E 53nx )+ 
n n n n n + 0 
or 
E [E ~nx+ - (E 51nx ) +J -+- o 
n n n n n 
~n + <>1n + By Jensen's inequality: E X > (E X ) ; 
n n = n n n = 1,2,•••. 
~n + S1n... + 
E X - (E X ) -+ 0 n n l'\ n Hence 
so that 
5.15 
It now follows from 10 that 
E IX+ 
n n 
~n +I 
- E X n n + 0 
Similarily - or by a symmetry argument -
E IX- - E ~nx-, + 0 
n n n n 
Hence )1> 
E IX - E ~I + o. 0 n n n n 
Proposition 4.12 may be generalized to the asymptotic case 
as follows: 
Proposition 5.8. 
Let <in = ( (Xn, ~) ,-rrn ,an); n = 1,2, • • •, be a sequence of 
derivatives. For each n, let S1n be a sub a algebra of ~ 
and let ~n denote the sub derivative ((Xn,S3n) ,-rrnq n) where 
- by abuse of notations - -rrn and an are the restrictions of -rrn 
and to ~. n Finally let, for each n, 
J+n given by 
,.. 
daJd 'ITn = E ( dcr I d 'IT ) • 
'ITn n n 
Then A on 
derivatives and 
definition( (X J} ) 'IT ~ ) . 
n' n ' n' n ' J\ 
<gn ... cg n; n = 1 ,2 'a • 0 • 
be the measure on 
are 
-Suppose ~ ·, n = 1,2,•••, n 
5.16 
are relatively compact. Then 
~n' n = 1,2,•••, are also relatively compact and the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 11m! { ~ n, "§ n) = 0 
n-+OD 
lim II an -
,. 
(ii) an~ = 0 
n-+OD )3 A(JL~ (danld~n),~ (iii) lim (E~ n(danld1rn))) = 0 
n+oo n n n 
Remark. 
(ii) may also be written: 
(ii') limE~ Is 
n+oo n n 
ES?,n snl = 0 
1Tn 
where - as usual -
$3n 
E1Tn lsn is the Random Nikodym derivative of 
of an to ~n' w.r.t. the restriction of 1Tn to 
that (iii) may be written 
... 
(iii') lim A(F ,F ) = 0 where - for each n - Fn n+oo n n 
the "F distribution" corresponding,respectively, to 
Proof of the theorem. 
the restriction 
s~ 
• It follows n 
-and F 
n 
are 
~n -and cg n· 
Let - for each n - En denote expectation w.r.t. 1rn • 
. A A ,.. s'3 ~n is a derivative since an<< 1Tn and an(Xn) = EnEn nsn = 
A n lk 
= an(Xn) = 0. By proposition 4.12; '8n- ((~, JCJn) ,1Tn,an ) where 
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to ~· Let Then 
Hence 
2° Suppose ~ · n = 1 2 ••• are relatively compact. Then 
n' ' ' ' 
-by theorem 5.6, and since a < a . n = 1 2 ••• - ~ . n = 1,2,··· g 
n = n' ' ' n' ~ 
are also relatively compact. 
Suppose ~ • n = 
n' 1,2,•••' are relatively compact. 
(i) => (iii) . We may - by relative compactness - assume that . 
~<<8 ,~) + o, n so that ~<cSn'~) + 0. By theorem 5 • 1 , A ( F n ,F ) + 0 
... 
and A(Fn,F) + o. Hence A(Fn,Fn) + 0. 
(iii) _.;;) (i) We may - by relative compactness - assume that 
-~( csn,«J) + 0 and 6ccgn'~) o. By theorem 5.1, A(Fn,F) + 0 
.., 
-
.... 
-and A(Fn,F) + o. Hence A(F,F) < A(FnF) + A(Fn,Fn) + A(Fn,F) + 0 
= 
so that F = F. It follO\rlS that rf_q_ Hence ~(~ n'~ n) + o. 
(ii) <=> (iii) Follows since sn; n = 1,2,•••, are (by theorem 
~ , n = 1,2,••• -from proposition 
n 
5.6) uniformly integrable w.r.t. 
5.8. IJ 
6.1 
6 Local comparison of experiments. 
We associated in section 3 a derivative (;8 with any 
0 
experimenj which was differentiable in 80 • A mathematical theory 
; 
for the derivatives was outlined in sections 3-5. The purpose of 
this section is to connect the theory in sections 3-5 with the 
statistical theory of information. 
Before proceeding, a few notational conventions. Experiments 
will usually be written ~= ((X,~), P8 :e€~ with or without 
affixes. It shall be assumed - unless otherwise stated - that our 
experiments are differentiable in 80 • If tf=: ((X,v'1-),P 8 :et.e), 
then the derivative in e will be written ~e = ((X,~)P8 ,P60 ). 
0 0 0 
The restriction, ((x,J+), P8 :e~el) of ~, will be written 
~ e1 • In agreement with the notations in section 4 and section 5 
we define 
s 8 dP8 dP8 definition • I 
0 0 0 
definition -1 
Pa sa 
0 0 
ua U;) definition II~Pa -Pa II; ~ E]-oo,cx{ 
0 0 0 
definition <J f • )·. o < ~ < 1} v8 { odP8 , odP8 = u = 
0 0 
=sup {y: (a.,y)EV8 }; 
0 
aE [o ,1]} 
Affixes on (f, x,Jt, P8 , e, P6 , P6 , sa , F6 , u8 , v6 , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
and ae ' will - \'lhen these are referring to the same experiment -
0 
be of the same type. 
6.2 
I"\., 
For two experiments {! and G we will write 
• C!. "" definition .. r:i • 
tS e ( c,' ~) tS < ~ e , 1="e ) 
0 0 0 
68 (~, ~) definition ~c'£ 9 ,'t 8 ) 
0 0 0 
We shall now give two theorems which show that 68 is -
0 
as th~ notation indicates - a sort of derivative of the deficiency o. 
Theorem 6.1. 
Let ~ -and ~ both be differentiable in Then *) · 
Proof: We saw in section 2 that - in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of 0 0 - we have the expansions 
and 
0 
+ (e-e )P 8 0 0 
-
+ ce-e )r 8 8 
o o' 
where s~~l r 8 8 II+ II r 8 , e II < IX) and 
O' 0 
*) {a,b,•••} is the set whose elements are a,b,••• • 
(i): Let M be any randomization mapping 
let o < 16-6 0 1 < E. Then: 
Pe 
0 
on 
6.3 
1¥ • - - ....., 
IIP6M-P 6 II=IIP 8 M+(e-e )P8 M+(e-e >r 6 6M-P 0 -Ce-6 )P6 -(6-6 )r 6 q o o o o o , o o o o o'e 
by the randomization criterion for comparison of 
and ~ [e -E, 8 +E] , and by the definition 
0 0 
of ~ 8 ( ~ , ~ ) : 
0 
0 ( ~[8 -E 8 +E] ' ~ [8 -E 8 +E] )/ 2 E < 0 , 0 0 , 0 
where lim aE = 0 • 
E-+0 
Hence: 
+ a 
E 
lims up o ( f!.[e - E e + E 1 ' ~ r e - E e + E} >/ 2 E ~- ~ e ( ~' ~ ) • 
E-+0 0 ' 0 - ~ 0 ' 0 0 
(ii) By the testing criterion for comparison we have - for 
sufficiently small E: 
o( ~ {8 -E 8 +E} ~e -E 8 +E}) = sup rll (l-A);e +E~).Pe -E~ 
0 ' 0 ) 0 ' 0 0<).<1 ~ 0 0 
-ll(l-).)P8 +E-AP8 -Ell]= supljl(l-2).)P8 +E~e +(l-A)Ef8 e +E+/..Ef 8 e -Ell 
o o O<A<I o o o' o o' o 
-II (l-2).)P8 +E;e +(1-A)Ef e e + +/..Ef e e -Ell] 
o o o' o E o' o , 
• 
=sup ~IC1-2A)P6 +EPe II-IIC1-2A)Pe +EPe nl+Eb O<A<l~ 0 0 0 0 ~ E 
It follows that lim b = 0 and 
E-+0 E 
liminf o( ~{6 -E.6 +E}'~{6 -E.6 +E})/2E 
E-+0 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 
6.4 
= liminf sup ~j((l-21..)/ E)P6 +P6 11-11 (1-21..)/E P8 +P6 11])2 
E-+0 0<1..<1 ~ 0 0 0 0 
Let ~ be any real number and choose E > 0 so small 
that [.e 0 -E,6 0 +E] C 0 and E- 1 > 1~1· It follows that 
l+2~E e]O,l[ and therefore is a possible value of "A. Hence: 
and - since deficiencies are non negative 
6.5 
(iii) We get successively 
(by (ii)) 
liminf o( {;{e -e:~e +e:}i {e -e: 8 +e:}) /2 e: ~ e:~o o o o ' o 
(since {8 -e:,e +e:}CL'e -e:,e +£]) 
- 0 0 = 0 0 lie:~0nr o( Gr8 -e:,e +e:-l )G La -e:,e +e:l )/2 e: ~ 
-r ~0 0 - 0 0 -
'"V 
l!~~up ac eceo-e:,eo+e:]' fceo-e:,eo+e:I) /2 e: < (by (i)) 
It follows that these inequalities are all equalities. Hence 
-
limsup o( G{e -e: 8 +e:}'~ {e -e: 8 +e:}) /2 e: ~ e:~o o ' o o ' o 
(since { o - e:, e + e: }c [e - e:, e + e:] ) 0 0 = 0 0 
limsup oCG[e -e: 8 +e:l'i[e -e: 8 +e:J) /2 e: = e:~o o ' o o ' o 
liminf o( G{e -e:,e +e:}'G{e -e:,e +e:}) (2 e:. 
e:~o o o o o 
and this completes the proof. I ::I 
6.6 
Instead of averaging over the interval [e 0 -e,e 0 +e] 
- as we did in theorem 6.1 - we might as well use "one sided" 
intervals 
Theorem 6.2. 
-
or [e , e + e 1 • 
0 0 -
Let ~ and g both be differentiable in e 0 , Then: 
~ ~ 
lim a< ~[a-· e 1 ,G ro -€ e -J >/e=limo< ~{e -€ e }~ ~{e -€ e }>I e e+O o ~ o - o 1 o e+O o ' o o ' o I 
• 
= 
and 
- -
lim cS( ~re o +e)' (![e e +e])le=lim ( (!{e 8 +e}' G{e e +e}>/e 
e+O L o' o o' o I e+Q o' o o' o 
• 
Proof: By the norm criterion for test deficiency: 
where lim ae = 0. Inserting ~ = -(l+n)/e we get: 
e+O 
Let K > 0. 
[u .... <~)- uc:p(~)l = t! G . 
Then we may choose a ~ >0 
0 
when 1~1 > ~ 0 • Hence 
so that 
< K 
Next, choose e 0 > 0 so small that l-E~ 0 > 0 and 
e~ 0 j (2-2e~ 0 )l < K 
I -
when ~ < E • It follows that 
= 0 
for all ~; provided E < E • Hence 
= 0 
< ..!. K 
2. 
6.7 
reS( ~{O O +e}' ~ {O 8, +e})/e - sup(U <OJ(~)- U ~ (~))~ 2-~ < i K + a L o~ o o' o ~ (g (o - E 
when E < E • This implies that: 
= 0 
To prove the last statement it suffices to show that: 
limsup cS( Gre o +e-l '~ fe e +e-l) / E < ~o (G '~ ) . e:~o '- o ' o - - o , o - I o 
6.8 
Consider any E > 0 such that c:. e. By the randomiza-
tion criterion there is a randomization NE so that 
and 
To any 0 '- ro , 0 +E] 
- 0 0 
G{e , e + E} ~ {e , e + E}) 
0 0 0 0 
there is a ;.. 8 E. [9, 1] so that 
-~"'· 
Consider the accuracy of the approximation (l-/.. 8 )P8 +/..8P8 ;~ of 
0 0 
• P8 = P8 +(e-e )P8 +Co-e )r8 8 • We get: 
o 0 o 0 o' 
• 
• 
... 
Hence (by this and the analoguous expansion of p8) 
... ... -
-(1-!.e)Peo-/..ePeo+E-(e-eo)roo,o-/..oEreo,o+E:II ~ 
... ... 
< l-~) II N E P e - P e II + ;.. e II N E Po + E-P e + E II + E a E 
0 0 0 0 
depend on e and lim aE = o. It follows that 
E-+0 
where a does not 
E 
6.9 
< CJ c; ) 
= ° C 0{e e +e:} G{e ,e +e:} 
0, 0 0 0 
Hence 
-
... 
o( %[eo, eo +e:]' G [?o,eo +e:] )je: ~ 0 ( ~ { e e + e:} ,G { e e + e:} ) /e: +a e: 
o' o o' o 
so that 
-l!~~up 6( 6-'[eo,Oo+EJ' ~I!Jo,Oo+£] >/£ < 
..., 
lim o ( G {0 8 + e:} , 
e:-+0 o' o ~8 < ~, G ) · 0 
The first statement follows from the last by a symmetry 
argument. [] 
Remark. Theorems6.1 and 6.2 imply that local comparison based 
• 
upon o8 is asymptotically equivalent with a-comparison of 
0 
"statistical" dichotomies. 
Corollary 6.3. 
-
Let ~ and G both be differentiable in Then: 
- -
limll< c[e -e: 8 +e:l, G r8 -e: e +e:1> f2e: = limll< c{8 -e: e +e:}' ~{8 -e: e +e:}) /2£ 
e:-+0 0 ' 0 - - 0 ' 0 } e:-+0 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 
' 
... 
= limll( f!.{e -e: 0 }'G {e -e: 8 })/e: 
e:-+0 0 ' 0 0 , 0 
6.10 
and 
limfl ( ~ r o e + e:] ' ~ [e e + e:l ) / e: = 
e:-+0 L o ' o o ' 0 -
Corollary 6.4. 
Let Gi' i=l,ooo,n and 
in 00 • Then: 
r-.._ 
5 i=l ••• n be differentiable 
i' ' ' 
• n':f n~ n• l.£ r-;:-.... 
o 8 ( II &i ' ll i ) < ~ o e ( G i ' ~ i ) 
0 i=l i=l i=l 0 
and 
• n c£ n ~ 
fie < n c;-i' II .§- i) < 
0 i=l i=l 
Proof: By proposition 2 .1; IT ti 
(";:'\. 
and II 5-i are both 
differentiable in 80 • The last statement follows easily from 
the first and the first statement is - by theorem 6,2 - a con-
sequence of the corresponding result for o. The inequality -
o(TI Gi' IT ~1 ) < IoC (;1 , ti) - follows directly from corollary 4 
in section 2 in [15] and remark 2 in section 1 in the same paper. [] 
In order to interpret ~e ( G, ~) in terms of operational 
0 
characteristics, note first that for any randomization M from 
...... 
(X, /4-) to (X,cf4') such that P8 M = P8 we have: 
0 0 
\ 
We have almost proved: 
Proposition 6.5. 
• 
-
6.11 
Proof: Since lim II P 8M-P61V I o-8 a I = ao when 
O+Oa 
P6 M ~ P8 , we may 
a a 
restrict our attention to randomizations M such that 
The proposition now follows directly from the definition. 
We are now ready to describe ~ 8 ( ~, ~ ) in terms of 
a 
operational characteristics: 
Theorem 6.6. 
... 
... 
0 
Let (T,~) be a decision space and let a be any decision 
... 
procedure from ~ to (T ,;! ) . Then there is a decision procedure 
a from ~ to (T, ;/) s.o that: 
(§) limsupiiP8a-;6 ~11jlo-e I< 2~CI (~,~). 8+8 a va 
a 
It may, however, be no a from ~ to (T ,J' ) so that 
(§§) limsupll P 8a-P6 ~ 11/1 o-e I < 2 ~e ( ~, ~ ) e+e · a a 
0 
6.12 
Proof: Let M be chosen so that I P0M-P8 11/1 o-e 0 1 
satisfies (§). 
• 
-t-2o ct,~>. 
eo 
Then - by proposition 6.5 - a = a oM Consider 
...... 
now (X,f.J..) as a decision space and let a be the identity 
... 
function. It follows from proposition 6.5 that no a satisfies 
(§§). 0 
Consider now the problem of finding tests maximizing or 
minimizing under side conditions, the slope of the power function 
in e0 • Let {;be differentiable in e0 and let a 0 E]O,l[ be 
a point where 13 attains its maximum. Note first that the distri-
bution function 13+, of the measure 13+, 
is given by: 
+ 13 (a) = {
8(a) 
8(min(a,a )) = 
0 max S (a) 
a 
when 
" 
which vanishes at 0 
Similarily the distribution function 13-, of the meaEure 8-, 
which vanishes at 1 is given by: 
- S(max(a,a )) 
0 
= J -m~x S(a) 
!-13(a) 
when 
" 
a < a. 
= 0 
a > a. 
= 0 
The connection between these functions and the slope problem 
is described in 
Proi?osition 6.7. 
The maximal slope at 
against "8>0 " is 
0 
B (a) • 
8 0 among size a. tests for "e=e " 0 
The maximal slope at 80 among tests with level of signifi-
cance a for "0=8 " 0 against "8>8 " is 0 
+ 13 (.a). 
6.13 
The minimal slope at e among size (). tests for 0 
"e=e " against 11 8<6 " is -S(l-a). 0 0 
The minimal slope at e among tests with level of 0 
significance (). for "e=e " against "O<O 
II is 13-(1-a.). 
0 0 
Proof: We choose - since the verifications are very similar -
to prove the last statement. The minimal slope is the number: 
min{y: (x,y) E V & x ~ a} - - max{-y: (1-x,-y)€ V & 1-x > 1-a.} 
= 
= -max{y: (x,y)~ V & x > 1-a.} = 13-(1-a.). [] 
We summarize here - for the sake of completeness - a few 
simple and essentially known facts on local properties of tests 
for "O=e " against 0 11 8>0 II 0 • A level a test o will be 
called locally most powerfull (Lr~) if to any other level a 
test o there corresponds a E"" > 0 
0 
so that 
< El + E- • 
= 0 
cS 
o will be called uniformly locally most powerfull (ULMP) if 
E ... may be chosen so that it does not depend on the particular 
level a test o. Trivially any ULMP level a test is a LMP 
level a test and any LMP level a test has size a and 
maximizes the slope at 0 among all size a tests. We may 
0 
also define the properties LMP and ULMP w.r.t. a specified class 
of tests. 
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Let c be any 1-a fractile of It is easily 
seen that a test o has size a and maximizes the slope at 60 
among all tests of size a if and only if : 
(i) 0 = 1 a.s Pe on [sa >c] 
0 0 
(ii) f odP8 = Po (s=c) (1-a) 
seo=c 0 
0 
(iii) 0 = 0 a.s Po on [s El <c] • 
0 0 
In particular test of the form 
r E:. [o, 1] and d( ( -fo, + oo J maximizes the slope at e 0 among all 
tests having the given size. 
If we require our test to be 
then (i) 
-
(iii) determines - up 
is no restriction when Po (s 8 =c) 0 0 
provided Pe >> Po when 
0 
0>0 
0 
a.s Pe , 
0 
to Pe 
0 
= o. It 
- that a 
so measurable, 
0 
equivalence 
-
0. This 
may be checked -
s 0 measurable test 0 
which maximizes the slope among all size a tests is LMP w.r.t. 
all so measurable a tests. If - moreover - Pe (s 0 =c) = o, 0 0 0 
then such a test is a ·LrJIP level a test. Any test of the form 
"so >d" is - provided Pe >> Pe when e ~ r e , e + e:-1 
- a LMP o= 0 
- 0 0 -
level Pe 0 (s 80>d) test. 
If X is finite and Jcl. is the class of all sub sets then 
*) An element ap € [-oo,+oo] is called p- (p E [0,11) - fractile 
for the probability measure P on R if P(] - 00 ,xp[) < 
p < p C] -co , X] ) • 
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se (xl) > se (x2) and 8€]8 ,e +E]. In this case the test 
0 0 0 0 
"seo~d" where d is a constant in [ -00 '00] is a LMP level 
P8 ( se >d) o o= test for testing ne:8 II 0 against 8E]e 0 ,8 0 +E]. 
Example 6.8 (Rank tests). This example is modelled after the 
theory in II.4.8 in Hajek and Sidak [4 j 
Consider an experiment G of the form ~ = ( C} -oo ,OJ [n, Borel 
class), P8:8 ee) such that: 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Pe 
0 
is symmetric, i.e. Jh(x ••• X )P (d(x ••• X )) Til' 'Tin 6 1' 'n 
0 
= ( h d P8 J 0 for any permutation TI of {1 • • • n} ' ' and 
any bounded measurable function h on J-oo,+OJ(n 
G is differentiable in e • 
0 
For each i €" { 1 , • • o ,n} and each (x 1 • • • x ) 
' ' n 
in 
the rank in (x 1 • • • x ) 
' ' n 
is the number of subscripts 
j such that r = (r ••• r ) 1' ' n is a permuation of 
{1,2, .. •,n} provided are all different. 
The order statistic 1ord, is the function 
x n->(ord 1 (x), ord 2(x),•••,ordn(x)) where ord 1 (x) < ord 2(x) < •o 
•• < ordn(x) are x 1 ,•••,xn arranged in increasing order. If 
there are no repetitions in ( X • • • X ) 
1' ' n then xi = ordr1 (x) (x) ; 
i = l,•••,n. It is easily seen that r and ord are independent 
under P9 • 
0 
For each permutation ~ of {1,2,•••n} write 
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Then a(r) is - under 
that there is a E > 0 
r p 6 a version of E90se 0 • It follows 
0 
so that any test of the form a(r) > d 
= 
or a(r) > d is ULMP among all rank tests with, respectively, 
level Pe 0 (a(r) > d) 
product measure P8 
n 1 
and Pe (a(r) >d). 
0 
X ooo 
If each Pe is a 
0 
a(~) = L ai(~(i)) where 
i=l 
x POn' then - by proposition 2.1 -
ai (j) = Ee rdP o .. it· dP e i] ord • 0 ~~ o' o' j 
Note that it may - as in the two sample problems - happen 
that there are i's such that Pe,i does not depend on e. The 
corresponding random variables may then - by the "principle" of 
sufficiency - be excluded from the sample. No damage is done by 
that, since all information is stored in the remaining variables. 
The ranks, of the remaining variables, w.r.t. the non deleted 
variables, however, may contain no information at all. We are 
only pointing out the - perhaps trivial - fact, that ranks computed 
within a sufficient set of variables may be worthless. The ranks 
of the sufficient variables may - on the other hand - be "locally 
rank sufficient". This example generalizes somewhat the theory 
in II • 4 • 8 in r 4 .. , • 
-- -
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The set of possible levels of tests of the form "sea.=:_d" 
may not contain numbers sufficiently close to some preassigned 
level. It may happen that this set is {0,1}. This is the case 
if and only if a = 0. All experiments with a = 0 are, of course, 
• 
equivalent in the 6 sense. A more carefull analysis based upon 
derivatives of higher order reveals that their behaviour in small 
neighbourhoods of e may vary much. 
a 
In particular "the local 
behaviour 11 may be very different from that of a trivial experiment 
where Po does not depend on e. We shall see that a = 0 does 
not exclude the possibility of a large collection of ULMP tests. 
A convenient way to express this possibility is to use the 
lexicographic ordering > lex in corresponding to the 
coordinate wise ordering >. More precisely: x ~ y if and only 
= lex 
if either x = y or there is a j so that xi = xj when i < j 
and The ordering > = lex 
is a total ordering of 
If x > y and x ~ y then we will write x > y. 
lex lex 
Proposition 6.9. Consider an experiment 
"J<= ((x,J4.), Pe,ri Oc (ea,ea+e:[, n~ TI,>such that 
(§) P6 n does not depend on n. This measure will be 
a' 
denoted by Pea· 
(§§) There are r > 1 finite measures 
= 
(1) (2) (r) 
Po 0 , Pe 0 ,···,Pea so that 
lim IIP 6 - P8 - I (8-0 )iP(i)ll/ (e-e )r = o , a~a ,n o i=l 0 80 I 0 
0 
- uniformly in n. 
(§§§) X is finite and ,_{4., is the class of all sub sets of X. 
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For each i = l,•••,r and each X E...X put s(i)(x) = 
80 
P(i)(x)/P (x) or = 00 as Peo(x) > 0 or Pe o (x) = 0. Let Oo 8o 
to denote the map X "-> (s(l)(x) ••• s(r)(x)) frorr X to 0 Go ' ' Oo 
[_co '00 1 r • Write P0 ,n(x)/Pe 0 (x) = co if Pe (x) = 0. 0 
when t 8 (x 2 ) > t 0 (x1) and e€]G ,e +El. 
• 0 0 -
Any test of the form 
o lex o 
where d is a constant in 
"t > d" 
8 olex 
[ ~ r 
-co ,oo J 
test for testing "o = 0 " against 
0 
is a UMP level 
"eE)e e +£]". 
0' 0 
> d) 
= 
Proof. 1°. Define- for each 8 > 0 
0 ~O,n(x) by the expansion 
P86 n(x) = P0 (x) + I (8-8 )i P(i)(x) + (0-8 )rw 0 (x). 
, 0 i=l 0 eo 0 ,n 
In order to prove the first statement it suffices to show that to 
each pair (x 1 ,x 2 ) £ X x X such that t 8 (x 2 ) > t 8 (x 1 ), 
o lex o 
there is an E > 0 so that P0 (x 2 ) > o and P8 (x 1 ) > o 
0 0 
P8 (x 2 )/P8 (x 2 ) > P 8 (x 1 )/Pe (x 1) when 
,n o ,n o 
Let j 
be the smallest index such that s(j)(x ) e z 
0 
Then we have; 
where 
By (§§) 
s(j)(x ) + v(e,n) e 1 
v(e,n) = 
supjv(e,n)l ~ 0 
n 
0 
as e + e 
0 
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Choose e > 0 so small that 
d = 
let 
"d = 
and 
when e E.] e , e +E} 
- 0 0 
2°. We may- without loss of generality -assume that 
te (x) for some X in x. Let 8€-]e ,e +e}, nt -~ and 
0 0 0 
x 0 .E: X maximize P8 (x)jP8 (x) subject to the condition 
,n o 
t .(x)". e Then 
0 
Pe,n(xJ/Peo (xo) t 8 (x) > d when P6 (x)/P8 (x) > 
0 lex ,n o 
t 0 (x) < d 
o lex 
when 
It follows now from Neyman Pearson lemma that the test "t > d" 
8olex 
is UMP for testing 11 8-8 " against "8E] e e +e] ". 
o o' o - n 
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Example 6.10. (Rank test for independence). This example is 
modelled after the theory in II. 4.11 in Hajek and Sidak [ 4]. 
Consider an experiment "':X of the form 
n k 
'}(: ((II D )-oo,cc{,Borel class), Qe,M; 8€]-cc,oo[, Mt:J1) j =1 i=l -
such that 
(i) There are non atomic probability measures 
pe i j:. e E.·l-00 ccf. i=l ••• k j=l ••• n so that 
"' - ' _, , ' ' ' ' 
' , 
(i ) p 
1 0 ,i ,j does not depend on j. We will write Pi 
instead of P0 1 j• 
' ' • 
(i2) There are finite measures Pij so that 
• 
limii(P8 i j -Pi)/ 8-Pi. II= o, uniformly in f:/IcJ<. 
8-+0 ' ' J 
• • 
The measure l: n P xp x TI P x P x II P 
l<h<v<k i<h 1 h,j h<i<v i v,j i>v 1 
= = 
will be denoted by vj. 
(i 3 ) Pe,i,j( 13) is measurable in e. 
(ii) r){. is a collection of probability measure on J -cc,cc{ 
so that t h.-> t 2 is uniformly integrable w .r. t. vi/. • 
(iii) 
If M € W{ then llM 
the expectation in M 
and crM2 denotes, respectively, 
and the variance in M. 
n 
Q - n s 8 ,M - j =l 8 ,M ,j 
We will - since 
and j - write 
where s e ,M,J = [<I\ Pet i J)M(dt). i=l ' ' 
s and 0 ,M,j 
s0 and Q0 
not.depend on 
instead of, respectively, 
s and Q0 M" 0 ,M ,j , 
M 
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~may be obtained by observing real random variables 
xij; i = l,oo•,k, j=l,•••,n such that: 
There are random variables T ,•••,T so that the 
1 n 
k+l dimensional random vectors (X1 j, X2 j,•••Xkj' Tj) 
are stochastically independent. T1 ••• T may not be 
' ' n 
observable. 
is a conditional distribution of given 
T1 ,••·,Tn are independen~y and identically distributed, 
each having the distribution M. 
The joint distribution of Xij' i=l,•••,k, j=l,•••,n is-
under (*), (**), (***) and (****) - Q8 M" 
' 
n k 
T .• 
J 
Let xij' i=l,•••,k, j=l,---,n be a point in II II J -oo ,oo [ j=l 1=1 
such that xiJ 1 t. xi. J 2 when j 1 t. j2. For each i - i=l,2,•••,k -
The rank of the vector (xi 1, •• 1 ,xi,n) will be written xi•" 
w.r.t. xi• and the j-th order statistic w.r.t. 
respectively, r 1 j and 
example - represent any 
The symbol 
x1 • will be written, 
may - in this 
quantity which converges to 0 
uniformly in M. 
• 
Finally put sij = dPij/dPi and 
We shall now show that there is an 
that any test of the form 
n 
11 l I ahj(rhj)avj(rvj) >constant 11 j=l l~h<v~k 
as e -+ o 
e: > 0 so 
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is UMP among all rank tests for testing 
" e = 0 " against " 0 < El < E " at the level 
= 
n 
Q ( 2 
0 j =1 L ahj(rhj)avj(rvj) ~constant) l<h<v<k 
= = 
0 
If does not depend on j, then we may write and 
ai(£) instead of, respectively, sij and aij(~). Using the 
formula (Eyj) 2 = Eyj 2 + 2 E yhy we see that these tests are -
h<v v 
in this particular case - precisely the tests of the form: 
n k 
11 L ( La (r )) 2 > constant " j =1 h=l h hj 
Note that 
n n 
Q = IIS = II 
0 j=l 0 j =1 
xij, i=l,··· ,k, j=l,··· ,n are - since 
k 
n p - stochastically independent when 
i=l i 
e = o. 
Let denote the probability measure fp M(dt). et ,i ,j 
• 
and 
• 
Integration w.r.t. M gives: 
Hence - since 0 -e 
a u . j = n Pi 1 8,1, i 
k • 
+ 0 llM l . fl pi X ph X TI pi 
l h=l i<h i>h 
k f + e I n Pi x tr 8t h jM(dt) x n Pi 
h=l i<h ' ' i>h 
r 
Similarily using that jtr 8t,i,jM(dt) = o 8 and 
1r1e get: 
s 
e ,r"l,j 
k • 
+ 811~~1 i~hp i X phj X i~h pi 
k 
+ e I n P. x Jtr 0t h.r"l(dt) x n Pi_ h=l i <h l , J i>h 
It follows that: 
s e ,M,j 
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Hence - since ue,i,j = Pi + o0 (1) - we get: 
Restricting the measures to the algebra generated by the 
vector of ranks r = (rij' i=l,••• ,k,j=l,•••,n) we get: 
Qe'M(r=r 0('.Q0 (r=r0 ) = 1+8 2 {cr 2 ~ ~ a ( 0 ) ( 0 )}+82 M £ £ hj r hJ" avi r vJ· 0 e j =1 l<h<v<k v · 
= = 
~he [ n (ITPi)J x vj x [ n (nPi)J L j , <j i j , >j i [ o· measure of r=r j may be 
found by first considering the Q0 measure of the same set and 
then using that 
(xij' i=l,2,••·,k~ j=l,2,•••,n)~ I sh.(xh.)s .(xhj) is a 
l<h<v<k J J VJ 
= = 
version of d{ r IT (ITPi)~hVj X r n (ITPi)-JI }/ dQ • 
Lj'<j 1 .r- Lj•>j i 1 o 
Using the independence of ranks and order statistics unless 
as in example 6.7, we get: 
= I ahj (r~j )avj (r~j). J l<h<v<k 
= = 
H 
o' 
The S-function of the restricted experiment is obviously the 
0-function on [o,lj. By proposition 6.8, however, there is a 
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n 
e: > 0 so that any test of the form " I I ahj (rhj) avJ· (r VJ") j=l l<h<v<k 
= == n 
> constant" 
= 
is a UMP level Q0 ( I I ahj (rh }a j (r j) ~constant} j=l l<h<v~k J v v 
test. 
Let G E. 0) be differentiable in e • 
0 
power of any slope maximizing test of size a for testing 
The 
"e= e" 0 
against "G > 8 " is approximately a+ ( o-e ) 13 (a) when _ e is close 
0 0 
to e • We may therefore expect that the maximum power -
0 
13 8 8 +e:(a)- among all level a tests for testing 11 8=8 "against 
0' 0 0 
"8=8 +e:" is - for small e: > 0 0 approximately a +e:S(a). This 
and other approximations are treated in the next theorem. We use 
the notation 13 0 0 (a) for the maximum power at 82 among all 
1 ' 2 
level a tests for testing 11 8=8 1 " against 11 8=8 2 ". It is easily 
seen that and are connected through the identity: 
13 6 8 (1-8 0 8 (a)) = 1-a; 
1' 2 2, 1 
Theorem 6.11. 
Denote by o e: any quantity v'lhich converges to 0 as e: + 0, 
uniformly in a € [o, lJ • Then we have: 
(i) 
( ii) f3e +e: e (a) 
0 ' 0 
e: 0 
e: 
- Ct + E f3 ( 1-a) + EO 
E 
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(iii) Be e -e:(a) = a + e:l3(1-a) + e:o 
0, 0 e: 
(iv) So -e:,e (a) = a + e:S(o:) + e:o e: 
0 0 
(v) Be -e: e +e:(a) = a + 2e:!Ha) + e:oe: 
0 ' 0 
(vi) 13 e +e: e -e:(a) = a + 2e:l3(1-a) + e:o 
0 ' 0 
e: 
• 
Proof: 
(i) Let 0 be any size a test. Then 
0 
Pe +e:(o) = a + e:Pe (c) + e:re e +e:(cS) 
0 0 0' 0 
• 
Hence IP 6 +e:(o) - (a+ e:P 0 ( o) ) I < e:ll r e o +e:ll = 
0 0 o' o 
so that 113 0 0 +e:(a)- (a+e:l3(a))l < e:llre e +e:l 
-
o' o · 0' 0 
(ii) Write a8 +e: 6 (a) = a+ e:l3(1-a) + e:ve:(a). We must show 
0 ' 0 
that vE(a) = oe:. Let c5 be a size a test such that P8 (o) = 
0 
and let 
1-a = a8 8 +e:(l-13 8 +e: 8 (o:)) = (by (i)) 1-130 +e: 8 (a) + 
o' o o ' o o ' o 
e:B(1-88 +e: e (a))+e:o =1-a-e:S(l-a)-e:v(a)+e:S(l-a+o )+e:o • Solving w.r.t. 
0 ' 0 e: e: e: e: 
It follows from (i) that: 
a~ = l-a8 8 + (o) = 
o;. o' o E 
Then: 
i.e.: 
Hence: 
1-e:o • 
e: 
Let 
(iii): The proof is very similar to that for (i). 
( iv): The proof is very similar to that for (ii). 
(v) We have for any test a: 
If o is a size a test, then this may be written: 
Hence -by (iv): 
= 2P8 (o) 
0 
- a + EO • 
E 
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re e- (o)). 
0' 0 E 
12 8 (rv) : 2 12 8 (a) -a+ EO.,. : "'.+ 2E 12 ("') +Eo.,.. ~e -E +E ~ pe -E ~ ~ ~ ~ o;. 
0 ' 0 0 ' 0 
(vi) The proof is very similar to that for (v). n 
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Corollary 6.12. 
Let G = ( ( x ~ Jl- ) , P 8 : 8E.G)) and '""" \ botl!..!>~ <!ifferentNleJ f!= ((X,ut--),P: GlG)) 
in 8 • 
0 
Denote by 13 e e (a.) 
lJ 2 
in G ( t) among all level 
11 8=8 2 11 a Then: 
(i) lim sup(f38 0 +E(a.) 
E-+0 a. o' o 
(ii) lim sup(f3 8 +E 6 (a.) 
E-+Q a o ' o 
(iii) lim sup(f38 0 -E(a) 
E-+0 a o' o 
~ e 
(13 8 8 (a)) the maximum power 1, 2 
tests for testing "e=e 1 " against 
(iv) lim sup(Be -E 8 (a) - 13 8 -E 8 (a))+/E = ~e ( ~' ~) 
E-+0 a o ' o o ' o o 
... 
(v) lim sup(f3 8 ~E 0 +E(a.) 
E-+0 a o ' o 
... 
(vi) lim sup(f3 8 +E 8 -E(a) 
E-+0 a o ' o 
Remark: and 
... 
two dichotomies. a € [o ,1], y(a) (y(a)) be Let, for each 
the maximum power in 'g ( <B ) of any level a test for "P 1 " 
against "P " 2 
is the smallest number 
- + 
against "P 2 11 ). Then 2 sup (y (a) - y (a)) 
a 
n such that ~ is ( 0, n) deficient 
w.r.t. C{. This is a particular case of the "error of the 
first - and error of the second" criterion for comparison of 
dichotomies given in [15} • 
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Corollary 6.13. 
With the same notations as in corollary 6,12 we have: 
(i) lim sup I 13 0 8 +E (a) 
E-+0 a o' o 
(ii) 
(iii) lim sup 1138 8 -E(a) 
E-+0 Ct. 0' 0 
(iv) lim sup 1138 -E 8 (a.) - s8 -E 8 (a) 1/E 
E-+0 a. 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 
(v) 
- . -(vi) lim sup I s8 +E 8 -E(a.) - 13 0 +E 8 _ (a.) I/2E = t::. 0 ( g, (j£.) 
E-+0 a. 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 E 0 0 
Example 6.14. Suppose P 8 does not depend on e, i.e. (! is 
a minimum information experiment. Then s8 8 +E (a.) = a., a. e [0, 1] 
0' 0 
so that: 
It follows that 
0 
is away - in the o0 
0 
... 
IIP8 II measures how far our experiment 
0 
sense -from the "no information" experiment. 
This follows also directly from corollary 4.7. 
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It is not surprising that conditional expectations under e 
is - when e is small - close to the corresponding conditional 
expectations under 
this direction. 
Proposition 6.15. 
e • 
0 
We shall need the following result in 
Let '(G = ((x,A-), P8 : ElE- e) be differentiable in 8 0 and 
let $'1 be a sub a algebra of ~ • Let X be 
choose a bounded version E0 S3 X. 
a bounded random 
variable and 
sup 
e 
Then: 
S3 ~~ I 0 E61(E6 X- E8 X) (0-0 0 )1 < oo. 
0 
Proof: Let -1 < h < 1 be a measurable function. Then 
Hence 
= = 
E h(E S?>x 0 0 E 51 X) = 0 
0 
E (h E S3 X) e o 
S3 ~1 X) )1 X = E0 (E8 hX) - E8 (h E8 = E8hX - E0hE0 
0 0 
51 X) (hX 51; = E8 (hX - hE8 = Ee - hEe X) + 
0 0 0 
+ f(hX 
+ f(hX- hE~ X)d(P 0 - P0 ) = fh(X 
0 0 
5~ 
Ee Ee hX + 
0 0 
lo-e I 0 
s3 51 / s~ -
E8 1E8 X- E80 XI IG-8 0 1 ~ s~piX(x)- [E80 xjxl 
x supi!Pe- P0 II /le-e I < oo • 
0 0 ° 
Pe ) 
0 
0 
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Le Cam has shown ([7 ]) that- under regularity conditions-
sufficiency for his distance 8 is equivalent with "conditional 
expectation" sufficiency. The next two propositions treats this 
• 
problem for the 8 8 distance. To simplify the writing we intro-
o • 
duce the unpronounciable notion of 8 8 sufficiency. Let 
t!= ((X,Vt), P8 : ee. 0) be differenti~ble in 8 0 , let )S be a 
sub a algebra of Jf, and let ~= ((X, .$J), PeS'?>: 8 E. 0) where 
P8 )1 - for each 8 - is the restriction of P8 to S~. Propo-
sition 2. 2 implies that ff s~ is differentiable in e • We will 
0 
write that S"1 is 8 8 
0 
sufficient if and only if 
• 0 
88 ( ~56'[! ) = 0. 
0 
Proposition 6.16. 
Let f1 = ((X ,tit), P e: 0 E 0) be differentiable in 8 0 
let S~ be a ~e sufficient sub a algebra of ~ • Let X 
bounded random v~riable in ~ and choose a bounded version 
Then: 
and 
be a 
E ~ X. 
00 
Proof: Let -1 < h < 1 be S1 measurable. It follows from 
the proof of proposition 6.15 that : 
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= E8 h(X-E~ X)s 8 +Jh(X-E8~ X)d[(P 0 -Pe )/(8-8 ) - ; 8 ] 
0 0 0 0 0 ° 0 
= (by proposition 4, 12) { h(X-E8 ~ X )d [<P 9-P 9 }/ ( O-e 0 ) - P e J 
• 
x II (P 0-P 8 )/Co-e 0 )-P8 II+ o as e -+- 80 • 
0 0 
0 
Proposition 6.16 tells us that conditional expectations given 
• 
sufficient sub cr algebra does not depend too much on a 6 8 
0 
0 when e is small. We will now - using proposition 6.6 - give 
a converse of this result. 
Proposition 6.17. 
Let be differentiable in e 0 and t = (( X ,c)).. ) , P 8 : 0 E 0 ) 
let S"1 be a sub cr algebra of ~. Let t/t: be a TT-system (i.e. 0 
A1 f1 A2 € tfi,-0 when 
Then )1 is • 
Al ,A2. E: vto) generating If. . 
sufficient provided there 
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corresponds to any A E ~0 a measurable YA so that 
Proof: Let A E~0 • \ve may assume that 0 < YA ~ 1. By 
S"1 assumption: lim E6 1Pe (A) - YAI = O, and by proposition 6.15: 
lim Ee I p e S1 c!)~~-e)"'b (A) I = 0 where PJ: is specified such that 
8+8 ~ 0 
0 <0 P80 (A) ~ 1. It follows that: 
so that 
= lim E8 1P 8~ 
8+8 0 
0 
Pe 
0 
Using the notation r0 8 = (P8-P8 >;i<e-8 0 )-P8 we get 
o' o o 
o = lim [<Peg (A)-YA>/<e-e )dP8 = lim J<rA-YA>/<e-e )dP8 
8+8 ° 8+8 ° 0 0 
Hence 
= Jp~ 
0 
so that 
r o 
J odP 8 
0 
- f<ES?:> 
- 8 
0 
for any test function o. 
e for tests of size a 
0 
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• 
(A)dP0 ; 
0 
• 
It follows that the maximal slope at 
for 11 8=8 " against "8>8 " is attained 
0 0 0 
by s~ measurable tests. /).8 sufficiency follows now from pro-
0 
position 6.7. 0 
0 
Let S~ be t:. 8 sufficient for ~ , and let o be any test 
0 
for - say - "8=0 " against 0 "8>8 0 ". Then any version of Ee~'3 o 
which is a test function, is "differentiably" as good as o in 
infinitesimal neighbourhoods of 00 , i.e. it has the same size and 
the same slope as o, 
If S1 is any sub a algebra of then - by proposition 4.12 -
0 • S~ is 1:.8 sufficient if and only if dP 8 jdP8 is almost 
(Po ) ~ m~asurable. It follows that any s~b a ~lgebra ~ ofJi-
o 
0 
induced by a version of dPe jdP8 0 0 is minimal 
0 
t:.e 0 sufficient. 
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Example 6.18. 
Suppose X1 ,•••,Xn are independent identically distributed 
random variables, each having the density f(x-8); x E:.] -oo,oo[ 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. We will assume that f is 
absolutely continuous on finite intervals and that ~(f1(x)ldx < oo. 
By the example in section 2, this experiment is differentiable in 
It was shown in [13] that the order statistic is minimal 
sufficient when f is meromorfic and the set of zeros (or the 
set of poles) satisfies a mild boundedness condition. Locally, 
• 
however, (i.e. in the ~ 0 sense) considerable compression may 
be obtained since Y f'CXi-0 )/f(Xi-e ) is ~ 0 minimal sufficient. i=l 0 0 0 
Finally some remarks on the effect of a cha"'lge of :parameter, 
and in particular of scale change. Let P be a probability 
distribution on Rn. A localization model {Q8 : e E J -00 ,oo [,a > 0} 
,a 
may be defined by putting Q8 a(B) = P(~-(8,•~•,8))/a). Suppose a , 
is known. Then our experiment { Q8 : 8 6- ] - 00 , oo [} is equivalent 
,a 
with the experiment Pe/a: e~:: 1-oo,oo[. It follows that the scale 
change may be carried out in the parameter space. The local 
comparison of experiments {Q • 8 f= J co oo D for different values e,a· ) 
of a may therefore be based on the following result. 
Proposition 6.19. 
Let {; = ( x, ~ , P 8 : e E e) 
G(a) = (X,ut,Pe/a: e a0). Then 
be differentiable in 0 and write 
ci(a) = ((x,JI/)(P ,PIa)) Go o o 
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so that 
when cr > 0 
and 
when cr < 0 
Proof: This is a particular case of the next proposition. 
I:J 
Proposition 6.20. 
c.t 
Let G = ((X, ), Pe: 8E: e) be differentiable in eo and 
let y be a function from a subset (ill of ] - 00 , oo [ to 8. Suppose 
T is differentiable in ntA'\ 
'& • (( x , Jt ) , P Y ( n) : n e f"' ) is differentiable in 
~n = ((x,Jt),P8 , 
0 0 
• 
so that 
when y ' ( n ) > 0 
0 = 
and 
y' C n 0 ) s 8 < 1-p) ; p Co, 1] 
0 
Proof: ~!~ I P Y ( n ) - P Y (no) I / ( n-no ) = Y ' (no) P eo 
0 
and 
Then 
and 
D 
7. Local comparison of translation experiments. 
Let G be a probability measure on ]-co, co[. For any 
e E J-co,co[ the e translate G8 of G is the distribution of 
X + e when X has the distribution G. The experiment defined by 
G8 : 8 E S = ]- co, co [ will be denoted by ~ G' Experiments of the 
form ~ G will be called translation experiments. Comparison of 
these experiments have been treated by Boll [3], LeCam [ 9 ], 
Heyer [5], the author B6] and others. Some relevant results in ~6] 
are given in appendix A. 
• • 
We will in this section study 6 (and b) comparison of 
differentiable translation experimertts and our first task is to 
describe the probability measures G for which ~G is differenti-
able. It is not necessary to specify the points 80 at which ~G 
is .differentiable since we have the following easily proved result. 
Theorem 7.1. 
(ff G is differentiable in all points 8 if and only if (! G 
is differentiable at some point e. 
Proof: Straight forward. 0 
Henceforth we will write "differentiable" instead of "differ-
entiable in 
described in: 
e " 0 • The differentiable translation experiments are 
7.2 
Theorem 7.2. 
~G is differentiable if and only if G has a absolutely 
* continuous density g such that 
co 
J lg' (x) ldx <co • 
-co 
Remark 1. 
The almost everywhere existence of the derivative g'(x) is 
implied by the absolute continuity of g. 
Remark 2. 
A continuous density g is necessarily unique. If c;G is 
differentiable then g will -unless otherwise stated- denote.the 
(absolute) continuous density of G. 
Proof of the theorem: The "if" part was (essentially taken from 
Hajek and Sidak [4]) treated in the example in section 2. Suppose 
now that ~G is differentiable and put G =lim (G8-G)/e. The 
e~o 
existence of this limit imply the continuity of the map e ~ G8• 
If follows that ~G is dominated and it is known (A proof is 
given in [16]) that this occur if and only if G is absolutely 
• 
continuous. Hence G is absolutely continuous. 
* "Absolute continuity" and "density" are - if not otherwise 
stated - always w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. 
* For any x we get : 
lim [G(]- oo, x-e[) - G(]- oo, x[)]/e 
a~o X 
=lim [G9 (]- oo, x[) - G0 (]- oo, x[)]/e 
e~o 
= G(]- oo, x[) = J (dG/d!-l)d!-l• 
- o::> 
• 
It follows that g: x~ -G]-oo, x[ is a density for G having 
the required properties. ll 
In the following ~ will denote the set of all probability 
measures G such that {:t G is differentiable. The continuous 
density of G E ~ will be denoted by g. If affixes are used on 
G then corresponding affixes will be used on g. For any probabili-
ty distribution H on ]- co, oo[ and each p E [0, 1] v1e put 
H-1 (p) = inf {x: H ]- CD,x[ ~ p'! and H;1 (p) = inf !x: H]- CD,x[ >pl. 
Then [H-1 (p), H;1(p)] consists precisely of the 
p fractiles of H i.e. the elements x E [- CD,c;:cl J such that 
H ]- oo,x[ ~ p < H ]- CD, X]. In particular H- 1 (0) = - CD and 
H;1 ( 1) =CD , 
To each G E ~ we will associate the function yG from 
[0,1] defined by: 
The functions y G : G E ~ will. play an important part in our 
investigations. We will first - and almost without statistical 
motivation - study some properties of these functions. 
* 1-1 wil in this section be reserved for Lebesgue measure. The 
restriction of 1-1 to [0, 1] will be denoted by "-· 
Note first that g(x) = g(G-1(p)) for any p fractile x. 
Further properties of these functions are listed in: 
Proposition 7.3 
G(x2 ) J dp/yG(p) == IJ.([x1 ,x2]n[g>O])vvhen x1 :;; x2 
G(x1 ) 
p2 
and J dp/yG(p) == f.l.([G- 1 (p1 ), G .... 1 (p2)] n [g > 0]) when 
p1 
(ii) yG is absolutely continuous and 
yG(p) = g'(G-1(p))/g(G- 1 (p)) a.e Lebesgue. 
1-E: 
Remark. By (i) yG > 0 a.e Lebesgue and J dp/yG(p) <co when 
0 < E: < -!. E: 
Proof: 
j,x2 1 
= [ /g(x)]G(dx) = f.l.([x1 ,x2] n[g > ® 
x1 
The last formula in (i) follows by substituting x1 = G-1 (p1) and 
x2 = G-1(p2). 
= J I g' (x) I dx < co 
Absolute continuty follows now from: 
Jt[g' (G-1 (p))/g(G-1 (p))]dp = yG(t) ; t E (0,1 ]. 
0 
(iii) yG(O) = g(G-1 (0)) = g(- co) = 0 
yG(1) = g(G;1 (1 )) == g(co) = o. 
ProEosition 7.4. 
0 
If G1 E ~ and G2 is a translate of G~ then G2 E~ and 
YG 1 = YG 2 
Proof: Straight forward t \ 
The last proposition tells us that the map G n-; y G does not 
distinguish between translates of the same distribution. 
an example of two distributions in ;J having identical y 
ions, which are not translates of each other. 
Example 7.5. 
The density g1 of G1 is given by the triangles: (-i,/\ 'g1 (!,1) 
\ \ 
Here is 
funct-
~ ~ 0 
- 1 1 
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~he density g2 of G2 is obtained from g1 by splitting 
the triangles as follows: 
( -~' 1 ) (~' 1 ) 
--~---------L----------~--------~---------L~y 
-2 -1 0 2 
It is easily checked that 
(2 Jp when p E [0 '1] 
/ 2 ~i-P-., II p E [11] I 4,2 
y G (p) :::: y G (p) = \ 1 2 2 ~p-i; I II p E [1l] 
\ 
2,4 
t . [3 1] \2 J1-p II p E 4, 
(By symmetry YG. (p) = YG. (1-p). It suffices therefore to consider 
1. l. 
p E [O,i;]). 
G2 , however, is obviously not a translate of G1• 
A miniresult on the uniqueness problem is: 
Proposition 7.6. 
Let G1 , G2 E J and suppose yG = yG • Then 
1 2 
{G1(x) : g1(x) > 0} = {G2(x) : g2(x) > Ol 
l>roof: Let 
X -= G~ 1 (p). 
= g1 (x) > 0 
g1 (x) > 0 and put p = G1(x). Then p E ]0,1[ 
Put ~ = G2 1(p). Then g2 (x) = YG (p) = YG (p) 
2 1 
This proves c and :::> 
.::: = 
follows by symmetry. 
and 
0 
( 
The next proposition is an imediate consequence of proposition 
7. 3 part (i). 
Proposition 7.7. 
Let G1 , G2 E QJ and suppose Let 
be an interval such that 
(i) [g1> OJ f\ I = [g.2> 0] n I a.e Lebesgue. 
(ii) There is a x 0 E I so that G1 (x0 ) = G2 (x0 ) 
Then G1 (x) :;:G2 (x) when x E I. 
Proof: By proposition 7.3 we have for any x E I: 
Hence G1 (x) = G2 (x) when x E I 
Corollary 7.8. 
I ~ ]- ro,co [ 
I] 
Let G1 , G2 E ~ and a E ]- co,co [. Then G1 (x) = G2 (x-a) ; 
x E ]- co, co [ if and only if 
( i) YG = YG 
1 2 
(ii) {x: g1(x) > ol = lx: g2(x-a) > 0 l 
(iii) There is a x 0 E ]- co,ro [ so that G1 (x0 ) = G2(x0 -a). 
7.8 
Proof: 1 °11 Only if". Suppose G 1 (x) = G2 (x-a); x E ]- co, 00 [ • 
Then (ii) and (iii) follows imediately, and (i) follows from 
proposition 7.4. 
"0 n·fll ~ ~ . Suppose (i), (ii), (iii) hold. Then (i) and (ii) in 
proposition 7.7 hold with G2 
I = ]- co, co [ 
Proposition 7.9. 
* replaced by G2 * oa and 
0 
Let G E~. Then a subset V of J.- co, oo [ is a topological 
component of [g >OJ if and only if V is of the form 
where 0 ~ p < q ~ 1, yG(p) = yG(q) = 0 and yG(r) > 0 when 
r E ]p,q[ • The numbers p a~d q are determined by V. 
Proot:: Straight forvvard. 0 
We are now ready to give a complete answer to the uniqueness 
problem. 
Theorem 7.10 .. 
Let G1 , G2 E ~ and let &a-
1 
class of topological components of 
and tfG denote - respectively- the 
2 
[g1 >OJ and the class of 
topological components of [g2 >OJ. Then yG = yG if and only 
1 2 )/ 
if there 
and tG 
2 
is a correspondence (1-1 and onto), <->, between &G 
so that: 
*) 6a is the one point distribution in a. 
1 
(ii) 
* v1 <-> w, and v2 <-> w2 then 
w1 < w2 provided v1 < v2 
There is a map V r--> tv from t',.. G1 
]- oo, oo [ so that V <-> W i.IIlply 
to 
w = v +tv and g2(y) = g1 (y -tv); yEw. 
If conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied then G2(y) = G1 (y-tv) 
when yEW<-> V. In particular G2(w) = G1 (v) when W <-> V. 
Remark: 
Condition (i) is simply the condition that <-> is order 
preserving, and the content of (ii) is that the restriction of G2 
to W is a translate of the restriction of G1 to V when 
V <-> W. It follows from part 1° of the proof that W = ]G2!Cp), 
G21 (q)[ if JG1!Cp), G1 1 (q)[ = .v <-> W and the conditions are 
satisfied. 
Prof 1°. Suppose g1 (G1 1 (p))= g2 (G2 1 (p)); p E ]0,1[ • 
Let V = ]G1!Cp), G1 1(q)[ E t; and put W = JG21Cp), G21 (q)[. 
1 
Then g2 (G2!Cp)) = g1 (G1!Cp)) =· 0 = g1 (G11 (q)) = g2 (G21 (q)) and 
g2 (G2 1 Cr)) = g1 (G11 (r)) > 0 when p < r < q. It follows from 
proposition 7.9 that W E ~ • It is easily seen that we have 
2 
*) If A and B are sub sets of ]- co, oo [ then "A < B" means 
that a < b when a E A and b E B. 
established a correspondence, <->, between ~ 
1 
is 1-1, onto, and order preserving. Furthermore 
and ~G which 
2 
G 1 (V)=G2 (\v)=q-p 
when V = JG1!Cp), F11(q)[ and W <-> V. Let 
~ ~ V = ]G1; 1(p), G1- 1(q)[ <-> JG2!(p), G21 (q)[ =WE&; • 
1 2 
Choose a point x0 E V. Then - since G2 is continuous and strict-
ly increasing on W- there is a y0 in ]G2!Cp), G21(q)[. Put 
t = y -x • The "only if" will be proved if we can show that: 0 0 
G2!Cp) = G1!Cp)+t 
G21(q) = G11(p)+t 
and that G1(y-t) = G2(y) when yEW. 
Let y E [y0 , min {G21(q), G11(q)+tl]. Then- by proposition 7.3 ~ 
G2(y) J ds/g2(G21(s)) = y-yo 
G2(yo) 
and 
G1(y-t) G1 (y-t) J ds/g2(G2 1Cs)) = J ds/g1(G11Cs))= y-t-x0 
G2(yo) G1(xo) 
= y-y • 0 
Hence G2(y) = G1(y-t) when y0 ~ y ~ min{G21(q), G11 (q)+t}. 
Suppose G2 1(q) < G1 1(q)+t. Then: 
q-G2(yo)=G2([yo,G21(q)])=G1([xo,G21(q)+t])<G1([xo,G11(q)])=q-G1(xo) 
Similarily G2 1(q) > G1- 1 (q)+t imply: 
q-G2(yo)=G2([yo,G21(q)])>G2([xo+t,G11(q)+t])=G1([xo,G11(q)])=q-G1(xo) 
It follows that G21(q) = G1- 1 (q)+t and that G2(y) = G1(y-t) 
when y E [y0 ,G21 (q)]. In the same way we may show that 
G2; 1(p) = G1; 1(p)+t and that G2(y) = G1(y-t) when y E [G2!(p),y0 ]. 
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2° Suppose (i) and (ii) hold. Let V E ~ and W E &fG be such 
1 2 
that V <-> W. Then G2 (W) = Jg2 (y )dy = J g1 (y-tv)dy = 
w V+tv 
= jg1 (x)dx = G1 (V). Let ~ 3 V = ]G~~(p), G~ 1 (q)[ <-> W and let 
v 1 
y E W. Then 
G2(y) = ~{G2 (W') • w~ E~ and W' < Wl + G2 (W n J..co,y[) • 2 
= t{G1(V') . V' E~ and V' < V! + J g1(z-tv)dz . 1 wn J..co,y[ 
= ElG1(V') • V' E~ and V' <VI + J g1(x)dx • 1 vn J-co,y-tv[ 
= G1(y-tv) 
We have so far proved the last two statements. Let r E ]0,1[ 
be such that g 1 (G~ 1 (r»> 0. [This is true for almost (Lebesgue) 
all r E ]0,1[.] Then G11(r) E V for some 
V = JG1~(p), G11(q)[ E~. Put W = V+tv• Then G~ 1 (r)+tv E W 
1 
and G2 ( G1 1 (r )+tv) = G 1 ( G11 (r)) = r so that G11 (r )+tv = G21 (r) 
and g2(G21(r)) = g2(G11(r)+tv) = g1(G~1(r)). [] 
Which functions are of the form yG with G E~? The next 
theorem provides the answer to that question. The construction in 
the "if" part of the proof is essentially that in the proof of 
lemma f in I 2.4 in Hajek and Sidak [ 4 ]. 
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Theorem 7.11. 
Let y be a function from [0,1] to [O,co[, Then there is a 
G E ~ so that y == y G if and only if : 
(i) y is absolutely continuous 
1-€ 
(ii) j dp/y(p) <co when 0 < e < i 
e 
(iii) y(O) = y(1) = 0 
Suppose p0 E ]0,1[ and that y satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Then there is one and only one G E~ so that G(O) = p0 satisfying 
YG == y 
and having the property there is an interval I so that [g > OJ 
is equivalent (Lebesgue) with T. 
Remark. 
1° Let y be a continuous function on [0,1] such that 
y(O) = y(1) = 0 and let G E~. Then yG = y if and only if G 
satisfies the differential equation g = y(G). Demonstration: 
1° Suppose g(x) = y(G(x)) ; x E ]- co,co[. Let p E ]0,1[ and put 
x = G-1 (p). Then y G (p) = g (x) = y ( G(x) = y (p). 
2° Suppose yG = y. Let g(x) > 0 and put p = G(x). Then 
x = G-1(p) so that g(x) = yG(p) = y(p) = y(G(x)). It follows-
by continuity - tha~ g(x) = y (G(x)) when x E [g > 0 ]. 
x EG -[g > 0] =~· Then g(y) = 0 for all y in 
Let 
some 
interval Jx-e, x+e[. On this interval G ie a constant p and 
we may assume that 0 < p < 1 (if otherwise then:g(x)=O=y(G(x)). 
The interval [G-1 (p), G;1 (p)] is not- since it contains Jx-e, 
x+C[- degenerate. Hence g(x) = 0 = g(G-1(p)) = y(p) = y(G(x)). 
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Proof of the theorem: 1° Suppose y satisfies (i), (ii) and 
(iii). For each p E [0,1] put 'l'(p) = JPdp/y(p). Then 'i is 
Po 
continuous, strictly increasing and finite on ]0,1[. It follows 
that to each x E ]'1'(0), Y(1)[ there corresponds one and only one 
number G(x) E ]0,1[ so that 
'l'(G(x))=x. 
Extend - if necessary - G to ]- oo, co [ - by writing G(x)=O 
when x < '1'(0) and writing G(x): 1 when x > '1'(1). It is 
= = 
easily seen that G is a continuous distribution function on 
]- oo, oo [ which is strictly increasing on 
since 'l'(p0 ) = o. 
]'!(0), 'Y(1 )[. G(O) 
Put g = y(G). Then g is continuous and non negative on 
]-co, oo [. Furthermore g(x) = 0 when x ~ '1' (0) or x ~ '1' ( 1). 
X 
Let x be any number in ]'1'(0), '1'(1)[. Then J g(y)dy 
::.co 
X G(x) 
= p 0 
= J Y(G(y))dy = J y(G(y))~J.(dy) = J y(p)(IJ.G- 1 )(dp}. The measure 
'1'(0) O<G~(x) 0 
1-J.G- 1 is clearly non atomic on ]0,1[ and for 0 <a< b < 1 : 
1J.G-1 ([a,b]) = IJ.(lx: a~ G(x) ~ bl) = IJ.(['l'(a), 'l'(b)]) = 'l'(b)- 'l'(a) 
J,b 
= dp/y(p). Hence 
a 
X G(x) J g(y)dy = J y(p) dp/y(p) = G(x) • 
..o;:; e 
It follows that G is absolutely continuous with density g. This 
in turn imply - since g is the composite y o G where y is 
absolutely continuous and G is an absolutely continuous distri-
bution function - that g is absolutely continuous on finite 
7.14 
intervals. Let N be a Borel sub set of ]o, 1 [ having Lebesgue 
measure o. Then (~G- 1 )(N) = ~(~[NJ) = 0 since ~ is absolutely 
continuous on any interval [e:,1-E:] where 0 < E: < i. By (ii) 
y > 0 a. e. ~ on ]0' 1 [. It follows that g(x) = y(G(x))> 0 
a.e. on ]~(0), ~(1)[. Similarily y'(G(x)) exist a.e. on 
]~(0), ~(1)[ so that g'(x) = y'(G(x))g(x) a.e. on ]~(0), ~(1)[. 
p:J ~(1) ~(1) 
Hence j lg' (x) \dx= J \Y' (G(x)) \g(x)dx= J \Y' (G) \dG 
-oo ~(o) ~(o) 
1 
= J \y'(p) \dp <co • This proves that G E j and substi tut-
g(x) = y(G(x)) Yields g(G-1 (p)) = y(p). ing G(x~ = p E ]0,1[ in 
Hence y = yG. 
is almost Let G 1 E j be such that G 1 ( 0 ) = p 0 , 
(Lebesgue) equal to the interval ]k0 , k1[, and satisfying y = y G. 
1 
0 E ]k0 , k1[. By proposition 7.3 we have- for 1 > p > p 0 -Clearly 
= G-1(p)-G-1(pd = ~([G-1(po)' G-1(p)])= Jpdp/y(p) 
Po 
= ~[G1 1 (p 0 ), G1 1(p)])= G11 (p)-G11 (p 0 ) = G1 1(p). Similarily 
G- 1 (p) = G1- 1 (p) when p E ]O,p 0 [. It follows that G = G1• 
Altogether we have proved the last statement and the "if" part 
of the first statement, The proof is completed by noting that the 
"only if 11 part of the first statement follows from proposition 7.3. 
!-1 
Let G E ~ • ,: The derivative of the experiment ;!G may be 
• 
represented as the ordered pair (G, G). It was shown in the proof 
• • 
of theorem 7.2 that g(x) = - G ]- co,x[ so that dG/d~ = -g 1 • 
7.15 
Adapting the notations of chapter 6 we write: 
FG d~f. ~(-g'/g) ' 
uG(s) d~f. 1\sG-GII = J \sg+g' \dp; s E J- oo,co [ 
ru1d PG(a) d~f. sup {G(o) : 0 ~ 6 ~ 1, G(6) = al; a E [0,1] 
• 
The derivatives cgGJ , 80 E ]- oo,oo[ are- since trans-
eo 
• lates of the same distribution are A equivalent - A eqivalent. 
It follows that no ambi&~ity should arise by deleting the subscript 
8 0 on FG' UG and ~G. 
Rewriting the expression for UG we get: 
uG(s) = J \s+g' /g \gdfl = J \s+g' (x)/g(x) \G(dx) = J ls+YQ. \dA 
g>O . 
Now yG is the distribution function of the measure which assigns 
mass yG(q)- yG(p) to [p,q] when 0 ~ p ~ q ~ 1. This measure 
will - by abuse of notations - also be written yG. The measure 
yG is absolutely continuous w.r.t. A. The pair (A )- yG) 
defines a derivative and the U function for this derivative maps 
s into llsA+yGII = Jis+yQ_\dA. We have proved: 
Theorem 7.12. 
The pair 
t_; 
lent with GG· 
i:~(G1 , G2 ) = 0 
(A ,-yG)' considered as a derivative, is 
If G1 , G2 E;} then: 
• 
=> y G = y G => A ( G 1 ' G 2) = 0 
1 2 
• 
A equiva-
Remark. 
Neither of these arrows can be reversed. An example where 
YG == YG 
1 2 
and is provided by exrunple 7.5. We 
shall later show that G1 and G2 easily may be chosen so that 
and F y G • 
2 
Which derivatives p [i.e. which concave functions P on 
with p(o) = p(1) = 0] are of the form pG for some 
We begin the study of this problem with the negative result: 
Theorem 7.13. 
~G -1= 0 for all c4 G EcJ, i.e. PG(p) > 0 when p E ]0,1[ and 
G E~. 
• 
Proof: Suppose ~G = o. Then G = 0 and this would imply that 
G9 would be independent of e and this an impossibility for count-
ably additive probability measures G. l--f 
The situation described in theorem 7.13 is, however, the only 
exception since we have: 
Theorem 7.14. 
Let p I= 0 be a derivative. Then the differential equation 
G1 = p(1-G) 
has a solution G E /9 such that 
The class of all non constant solutions of this differential 
equation is precisely the class of translates of G. 
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Proof: Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of theorem 7.11 are satisfied 
by the map y : p ~> ~(1-p). Let p0 E ]0,1[ and put 
p 
~(p) = J dp/~(1-p) ; p E [0,1]. It was shown in the proof of 
theorem 7.11 that there is a G E ~ with y G = y satisfying 
~(G(x)) =X; x E ]~(0), ~(1)[ • Let X E ]~(0), ~(1)[ and put 
p = G(x). Then G- 1 (p) = x so that g(x) = yG(p) = ~(1-p) 
= ~(1-G(x)). Trivially g(x) = P(1-G(x)) when x ~ ]~(0), ~(1)[. 
By theorem 7.12: 
1 1 
uG(s) = J ls+l'Q.\dA = jls-P'(1-p)\dp= J \s-~'(p)\dp 
0 0 
Hence - by theorem 4o1 - ~G = P o 
Let H be any nonconstant solution of the differential equ-
ation. It is easily seen that any translate of H is also a 
solution. 
Clearly H is continuousJmonotonically increasing and the 
range is a subinterval of [0, 1 ]. Suppose H ;;. C < 1. There is, 
by assumption, a x 0 so that H(x0 ) > o. Let x > x0 • Then: 
0 < 1-C ~ 1-H(x) ~ 1-H(x0 ) < 1. It follows that there is a k > 0 
so that H'(x) = P(1-H(x)) ~ k when x ~ x 0 o Hence 
when x>x 
= 0 
and this is a contradiction 
since k(x-x ) -> co as x -> ro o It follows that H(ro) = 1. 
0 
Similarily H(- co) = Oo It follows, since H is continuous, that 
we may - wihout loss of generality - assume that H is a distri-
bution function such that H(O) = p0 • 
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Put t 0 = inf lx: H(x) > Ol and t 1 =sup lx: H(x) < 1\. 
Then t 0 < 0 < t 1 .. Consider the map x ft.- > 1J:' (H(x)) from 
to ]- CD,ro[ • The derivative is x "'--> 'l.'' (H(x))H' (x) = 
= [P(1-H(x))]-1P(1-H(x)) = 1 an it maps 0 into 'l.'(H(O)) = 
Let x ~· t 0 • Then 
'J.I(p )=0. 0 
Hence 'l.'(H(x)) = x when x E ]t0 ,t1[ • 
H(x) ~ 0 so that x = 'l.'(H(x)) ~~ 'l.'(O). 
t 1 = 'J.1(1). It follows that H =G. 
Hence t 0 = 'J.I(O). Similarily 
[] 
The distribution functions G satisfying G' = ~(1-G) are -
by theorem 7.14- in gl and have the further property that 
p r;......> g(G-1 (p)) = ~(1-p) is concave on ]0,1( • Let (;/0 be the 
class of probavility distributions G having a continuous density 
g so that p(\--> g(G-1(p)) is concave on ]0,1[. Clearly cJ0 
is invariant under translations. Our first result on fifo is: 
Proposition 7.15. 
If G E ;§ 0 
1 im g ( G - 1 (p ) ) 
p->o 
then 
=lim g(G-1 (p)) = 0 • 
p->1 
Proof: Put ~(p) = g(G-1 (p)) when p E ]0,1[. Then r > 0 
a.e. Lebesgue on ]0,1[ so that ~(p) ~ 0 for all p E ]0,1[ • 
Clearly ~(0+) and ~(1-) exist. By concavity r(p) ~ r(1-)p ; 
p E ]0,1[; i.e g(G-1(p)) ~ ~(1-)p; p E ]0,1[. Inserting 
p = G(x) we get g(x) = g(G-1 (G(x)) ~ r(1-)G(x) when G(x) E ]0,1[. 
Suppose first that G(x) < 1 for all x • Then 
liminf g(x) ~ ~(1-) and this is only possible when r(1-) = 0. 
x-> ro -
Suppose next that x0 = inf lx : G(x) = 1l < ro • Then g(x0 ) ~ ~ ( 1-). 
If T(1-) > 0 then - by continuity g > 0 in a neighbourhood of 
x0 ~ G is - necessarily - < 1 on this neighbourhood and this 
contradicts the assumption on x0 • It follows that T(1-) = 0. 
Similarity T(O+) = o. 0 
As the notation (60 indicates 'V'Te have: 
Proposition 7.16. 
;/; c cJ.. 
0 = GJ 
Proof: Let G E c50 • By proposition 7.15 pf\.-.> g(G-1(p)) is 
concave on [0 ,1] • Put ~(1-p) = g(G-1(p)) when 
Then p is a derivative and G' (x) = ~(1-G(x)). 
follows now from theorem 7 .14. 
Proposition 7.17. 
To any derivative ~ ~ 0 corresponds a 
PG = p. G is unique up to a translation. If 
pG(p) = g(G-1(1-p)) 
p E [0,1] • 
The proposition 
u 
so that 
then 
Proof: The first statement follows from theorem 7.14. Let G E ~ 
and put p(p) = g(G-1(1-p)); p E [0,1]. Then p is a derivative 
and P ~ O. By theorem 7v14 PG = P and this proves the last 
statement. Suppose G1 E~0 and that PG .= ~. As we have seen 
p(p) = g(G-1 (1-p)) or equivalently 
g(x) = P(1-G(x)) 
By theorem 7.14 again this determines G up to a translation. [] 
Proposition 7.17 tells us that any derivative ~ ~ 0 is the 
derivative of an experiment {!G with G E !Jo and that G is 
(restricted to ~ 0 ) unique up to ~ equivalence. 
Proposition 7.18. 
Let G E (ffo • Then 
Jb -FQ.1 ( G(x) )dx ~ log g (b)-log g (a) 
a 
when a,b E ]inflx:G(x) > Ol, suplx:G(x) < 1l[ 
In particular log g is concave on this interval. 
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Proof: Put k 0 = inf!x:G(x) > ol, k1 = suplx:G(x) < 11 and 
~(p) = g(G-1 (1-p)); p E [0,1]. g is absolutely continuous. Hence 
log g is absolutely continuous in any interval [k0 +e, k 1-e] where 
a. 
e > 0. Now g(x) = ~(1-G(x)) and p(a.) = f3G(a.) = J FQ_1 (1-p)dp. 
0 
It follows that ~'(a.)= F-1 (1-a.) when 1-a. is a point of continu-
ity for the map p r'"'-> FQ_1 (p) • Let c ;::: {p: 0 < p < 1 and 
is discontinuous in pl. Then C is countable and P'(a.) 
= FQ_ 1 ( 1-a. ) 1trhen 1 -a. ~ C. 
for 1-1 -on ]k0 , k 1[ • 
G is strictly increasing - and there-
Now 
X E ]k0 , k 1 [ 
= -FG-1 (G(x)) 
and 1-G(x) ~ c. 
g'(x) = -FQ_1 (G(x))g(x) when 
It folows that d;dxlog g(x) 
with at most a countable set 
of exceptions. 0 
Theorem 7.19. 
The distribution function G E {j'o if and only if G has a 
continuous density g such that [g > 0) is an interval on which 
log g is concave. 
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Proof: The "only if" follows from proposition 7.18. Suppose G 
is a distribution function having a continuous density g such 
that g > 0 is an interval on which log g is concave. Put 
t 0 = inf{x:g(x) > ol, t 1 = sup{x:g(x) > Ol and l(x) = log g(x) 
when x E ]t0 , t 1[ • Then 
x 0 E ]t0 , t 1[ be such that 
[g >OJ= ]t0 , t 1[ • 
g(x0 ) = sup g(x). 
X 
qu&ntly g - is monotonically increasing on ]t0 , 
cally decreasing on [x0 , t 1(. It follows that 
Let 
Then 1 - and conse-
x 0 ] and monotoni-
lim g(x) 
x->t 0 
=lim g(x) = 0 and that g'(x) exist for almost (Lebesgue) 
x->t1 
all x. Put N = {x: g'(x) does not exist.\. Then ~(N) = o. 
Now d/dpG- 1(p) = [g(G-1(p)]-1 , p E ]0,1(. Furthermore 
d;dxlog g(x) = g'(x) when x E ]t0 , t 1 [-N. Hence d;dpg(G- 1 (p)) 
= g'(G- 1 (p))/g(G-1 (p)) when G-1 (p) E Jk0 , k 1 [-N. G-1 is abso-
lutely continuous on compact subintervals of ]0,1[ and g(x)=et(x) 
is absolutely continuous on compact subintervals of ]t0 , t 1 [ • 
It follows- since G- 1 is increasing on ]0,1( that 
p~> g(G-1 (p)) is absolutely continuous on compact sub intervals 
of ]0,1[. Hence, since d/dpg(G-1(p)) is monotonically decreasing 
.on the set ]0,1 [ - G(N) , p:~ g(G- 1 (p)) is concave on ]0,1 [. 
It follows that G E ;j 0 • 0 
A probability distribution G on ]- co, oo [ is called unimodal 
if there is a number a (not necessarily unique) so that G is 
convex on ]- co, a[ and concave on ]a, co [ • If G is unimodal 
and G is convex on ]- co, a[ and concave on ]a, oo [ then the 
left hand derivative (D1 G)(x) and the right hand derivative 
(DrG)(x) exists for all x and they are finite when x ~ a. The 
set, JG, of points such that ()\G)(x) > 0 and 
is an interval of G probability 1 • Any point x E JG is a point 
of increase for G. 
) 
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Proposition 7.20. 
If G E ~ 0 then G is unimodal. •. 
Proof: We use the notations of the proof of theorem 7.19. It was 
shown there that g is monotonically increasing on ]- co,x0 [ and 
monotonically decreasing on Jx0 ,oo[ • It follows that G is 
convex on ]- co,x0 [ and concave on Jx0 , co [ • 0 
A probability distribution G is called strongly unimodal· if · 
the convolution G * H is unimodal whenever the probability distri-
bution H is unimodal. Any strongly unimodal probability distri-
bution is unimodal. It has been shown by Ibragimov [ 6 J that a 
non atomic unimodal distribution function is strongly unimodal if 
and only if X f'l---> 1 0 g G*(x) is concave on the interval 
JG = !x: (D1 G) (x) and (DrG)(x) > 0}. Here G* may denote any 
* function such that - for each X G (x) is either the left hand 
derivative (D1 G)(x) or the right hand derivative (DrG)(x). 
We will use this to prove 
Theorem 7.21. 
Let G be a non atomic probability distribution and let 
t(x) be a function from ]- a:>, oo [ such that f}(x) is - for each 
x - an accumulation point for [G(x+h)-G(x)]/h as h -> 0. 
Then G E f}o if and only if G is strongly unimodal and f} 
is a continuous function from ]- co, co [ to ]- co, co [ • 
Fro of: 1° Suppose G E ?90 • Then (~ G)(x) = (DrG) (x) = G' (x) = 
= g(x) for all x and JG is the interval [g > OJ. Strong 
unimodality follows now from Ibragimov's criterion and theorem 7.19. 
2° Suppose G is strongly unimodal, nonatomic, and that 
~ is continuous. Let a be a number so that G is convex on 
]- co, a[ and concave on ]a, co [ • It is easily seen that this 
since G({al) = 0 imply that G is absolutely continuous. 
A density g > 0 for G may now be specified so that g is mono-
= 
tonically increasing on ]- co, a[ and monotonically decreasing on 
]a,co[ • Then (~G)(x) = g(x-) and (DrG)(x) = g(x+) for all x. 
By the continuit of fi and the piecewise monotonicity of g we get 
g(x) = fi(x) when x ~ a, and we may modify - if necessary - g so 
that g(a) = fi(a). It follows that G has a continuous density 
g and that JG = [g >OJ. Hence - by Ibragimov 1 s criterion and 
the or em 7. 1 9 - G E ?§ 0 • 0 
Corollary 7.22. 
G E~ 0 if and only if G is strongly unimodal and has a 
continuous density. 
Let us next consider the problem of symmetry. If G is any 
probability distribution on ]- co, co [ then the distribution of 
-X when X has the distribution G will be denoted by G . 
It is easily seen that G = G, G E ~ <=> :. E ~ and that 
GE~ <=>GE~ o o• 
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Proposition 7.23. 
Let G be absolutely continuous. Then b.( c!G' t G) = O 
and only if G is symmetric. In particular ~ G is synrrnetric 
G E f§. On the other hand provided G is symmetric and 
symmetric provided G E ~0 a.11d ~G is symmetric. 
G is 
P;roof: The first statement is an immediate consequence of the 
if 
convolution criterion for ~ comparison of translation experiments. 
• T • 
This and the fact "t.(~ G' ~ G) = 0 11 implies the next statement. 
Finally suppose G E ~ 0 and that ~ G is symmetric. Then - by 
corollary 4.4- ~G(p) = g(G-1(1-p)) = g(G-1 (p)). Simple calculat-
ions show that ~G(p) = g(~1 (1-p))= g(G-1 (p)) = ~G(p). By theorem 
7.14 G is a translate of G i.e. G is symmetric. D 
We include here - for the sake of completeness - a few facts 
(it is essentially example 1 in chapter 8 in Lehmann [10]) on mono-
tone likelihood ratios of translation families. 
Suppose G E ;50 and let e1 < 8 2 • Then 
ge (x)/ge (x) 
2 1 
X E [g8 > 0] 
1 
= 0, exp-[log g(-e 1+x)-log g(-e 2+x)J, 
n [ g8 = o] , x E [g8 > o] n [g8 > o] 
2 2 1 
and co as 
and 
x E [g8 = o] n [g8 >OJ. It follows - by concavity - that G8 
1 2 2 
has monotonically increasing likelihood ratio w.r.t. G8 when 
1 
Hence the test I 
[ G - 1 ( 1 -a. ) , co [ 
is a UMP test for testing 
8 ~ 0 against 8 > 0, provided a.> 0. The power function of this 
test is 
e ~""'--> 1 - G( G- 1 ( 1-a. )-e) 
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and the derivative in 0 of this function is g(G- 1(1-a)), as it, 
by proposition 7.17, should be. Conversely suppose the probability 
distribution G has a continuous density g and that G8 has 
2 
monotonically increasing likelihood ratio w.r.t. G8 when 
1 
82 > 81 • Then g8 /ge is monotonically increasing on 
2 1 
[ge > o] u [ge > OJ. Let g(a) > o, g(b) > 0 and a < b. 
1 2 
X = 0, x' = (b-a)/2, 8 = -(a+b)/2 and e ' = -a. Then x < x' 
and e < 8 1 • Hence 
g(a)/g((a+b)/2) = g(x-e')/g(x-e) ~ g(x'-e')/g(x'-e) = 
= g(a+b)/2)/g(b). 
Hence g((a+b)/2) > 0 and 
i log g(a) + i log g(b) ~ log g(i(a+b)) 
Put 
It follows that [g > OJ is an interval and that log g is concave 
on [g >OJ. By theorem 7.19: -G Ej 0 • 
Example 7.24. (Normal distribution) 
Let G =I where I is the normal (0,1) distribution. 
Write cp = ~' 0 Then: cp' (x)/cp(x) =-x ; X E 
I E Go and Fl =I, U~(~) = Jt~-x\di and 
p E [0,1]. 
Example 7.25. (Triangular distribution) 
]- o:J, o:J [ so that 
~~(p) = cp(p-1(1-p)) ; 
Let G be the distribution whose density g is given by: 
G(x) = (1-\x\)+; x E ]-c:o,o:J[ 
Then G EgJ 0 and G is symmetric about o. It suffices therefor 
to calculate FG(x) for x ~ 0, UG(g) for s ~ 0 and ~G(p) for 
p ~ !. Now -g'(x)/g(x) = -(1+x)-1 or= (1-x)-1 as x E ]-1,0[ or 
x E ]0,1[ • It follows that 
when X ~ -1 {f 
FG(x) = II \xI ~ 1 
l1- .1 2' fl X > 1 
= 2x 
{ 2 when 
Is I + Is 1-1 
Is I ~ 1 
when Is I ~ 1 
,--------, 
and ~ G (p ) = ~ 2 min l p , 1 -p l ; p E [ 0 , 1 ] 
Example 7.26. 
Put G(x) 
Then G E ~0 , 
x E ]- oo, co ( 
Hence 
(Logistic distribution) 
X -1 
= [ 1 + e- J ; X E ]- oo, oo [ • 
-2 
G is symmetric and g(x) = e-x[1+e-x] 
-1 
so that -g' (x)/g(x) = 2e-x(1+e-x) -1; x E 
. 
' 
]- oo,oo [ 
~G(p) = -g'(G-1(1-p))/g(G-1(1-p)) = 2p-1 ; p E [0,1] so that 
fj G (p) = p ( 1-p) ; p E [ 0, 1 ] 
and 
FG(x) = A.(jy: PG(y) ~ xl) = (1+x)/2 when lxl ~ 1 i.e. FG 
is the inform distribution on [-1,1] 
Finally 
s (Is I when l s I > 1 
= 2 J FG(x)dx-s = UG(s) = 
lC1+s 2)/2 -00 when Is I < 1. 
"' Let us compare this experiment with the experiment ~ treated 
in example 7.24. 
We get: f3~(1-~(x))- f3G(1-1i(x)) = cp(x)- ~(x)(1-~(x)) • 
The derivative of this function is w(x)cp(x) where 
~(x) = 2~(x)-x-1 so that 
w' (x) = 2cp(x)-1 < J~ - 1 < 0 
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It follows that ~ ~ (p) - \3G (p) has maximum 1 I ~~F2rr - 1 I 4 for 
p = 112 and minimum= 0 at p = 0,1. It follows that 
• c&. ct • cg cg • '!- 4 -
6( &~,~G)= 0 and 6( GG' 0<P) = 6( 0 G' (?~) = 11~ 2rr ... 114 • 
Example 7.27. (Double exponential). 
Let G be given by the density g(x) = ie-lxl; x E ]- oo,o:>[. 
Then g(G-1 (1-p)) =min {p,1-pl. It follows that 
~G(p) =min {p,1-pl ; p E [0,1] 
Now FG = ~(~G) so that 
Hence 
Examples 7.24-7.27 were all concerned with strongly.unimodal 
• 
distributions. n equivalent with Any experiment ~~' however, is 
~G with G E CJ 0 • G 0 is - up to a shift 0 0 some experiment 
G. If G is given then G0 may be found by 
G~ = 13G(1-G0 ). If G E ~ 0 
datern1ined by 
solving the differential equation 
then G0 is (and may be any) a shift of G. o-.a the other hand -
if G is not strongly unimodal then we have a situation where 
YG 1: YG while A( ~G iG ) = o. This proves the last assertion 
0 1) 0 
made in the remark after theorem 7.12. 
Example 7.28. (Examples 7.5 and 7.25 continued) 
Simple calculations yield 
!3G (p) = f3G (p) = supl-Jo(x)g1(x)dx:jo(x)g1 (x)dx = pl 
1 2 
By proposition 6.19 and ex~ple 7.25: PG = f3G = \3G 
1 2 3 
the triangular distribution with density: 
• 
• x E J- ex:>, oo ( • 
= ~8min{p,1-pl. 
where G3 is 
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• 
The pseudo metric ~ defines a pseudo metric - which by abuse 
• 
of the notations, also will be written A - on fJo by: 
• Ae 
0 
mined 
based 
~G 
0 
Any differentiable experiment (or derivative) vvi th ~ I= 0 is 
~G E~ equivalent with an experiment where Go is deter-
0 
up to a shift. In particular; any differentiable experiment 
• 
on n observations is A6 equivalent with an experiment 
0 
which is based on one observation. 
• We shall now consider convergence for the pseudo metric A on 
• 
on ~9 is topologically equivalent It will turn out that 
with on ~ 0 • Various convergence criterions will be derived 
and as a biproduct we will get a result relating the convergence of 
densities to the convergence of the probability measures deterrnined 
by the densities. 
Proposition 7.29. 
;:: 1,2 
• lim A(G ,G) = 0 
n-+co n 
Then 
• • • 
and let p 0 E ]0,1[ • 
and that 
lim sup \gn(x)-g(x) \ = 0 
n~co x 
In particular 
lim IIG -Gil = o. 
n~ n 
Suppose 
7.29 
Proof: -- Ip Write ~n(p) dp/pG (1-p) -- Jp and ~(p) dp/~G(1-p). 
n 
Po 
By assumption 
so that 1 /~G (1-p) ~ 1 /~G(1-p) 
n 
uniformly on any interval [e,1-e] where e > 0. It follows that 
~n(p) ~ ~(p) uniformly on any of these intervals. In particular: 
limsup ~n(O) ~ ~(0) < ~(1) ~ liminf ~n(1) 
n n 
Let x E ]~(0),~(1)[ 
so that Gn (x) ~ ~ as 
and consider a sub sequence Gn; k=1,2 ••• 
k 
k 
sufficiently large. If 
k~co. Then ~n(O)<x<~n(1) for n 
~ = 0 then G (x) < y where y E ]0,1[ 
ni 
for i sufficiently large and then: 
x = ~n. (Gn. (x) ~ 'fn. (y) when ~n. (0) < x < ~n. (1) 
~ l l l l 
Renee x :; ~ (y) for y > 0 so that x < ~(0); i.e. a contradiction. 
= 
If ~ = 1 then Gn. (x) > y where y E ]0,1[ for i sufficiently 
l 
large, and then: 
X=~ (G (x)) ~ ~ (y) 
n. n. - n. l l l 
when ~ {0) <X<~ (1). n. n. 
l l 
Hence x ~ ~(y) for y < 1 so that x ~ ~(1) i.e. another contra~ 
diction. It follows that 0 < ~ < 1 and then 0 < G (x) < 1 n. 
l 
for 
i sufficiently large so that x = ~ (G (x) ~ ~(~), i.e. x = ~(~). n. n. 
l l 
Hence ~ = G(x). By a standard compactness argument Gn(x) ~ G(x) 
when x E ]~(0),~(1)[ • This, however, imply that Gn(x) ~ G(x) 
for any x E ]- oo,co [ • In particular G ~ G weakly. 
n 
since G is continuous- sup !G (x)-G(x)! ~ 0 so that 
x n 
Hence -
gn(x) = ~n(1-Gn(x)) ~ ~(1-G(x))= g(x) uniformly in x. The last 
statement follows from Scheffes convergence theorem. 0 
Dropping the condition Gn(O) = G(O) = i, n =1,2, ••• we get: 
I 
Proposition 7.30. 
• 
Let G, G 1 , G 2 • • • E ~ 0 
there is a sequence 81 , 82 , ••• 
and suppose lim ~(G ,G) = 0. 
n-+oo n 
in ® so that 
lim sup \gn(x-en)-g(x)\ = o. In particular lim A(Gn,G) = O. 
n ~oo x n -1CO 
Proof: Choose 111 'rl2 ••• and 'rl so that 
where p0 E ]0,1[ • By proposition 7.29 
so that 
where 
sup \gn(x-'r)n)-g(x-'rl)\ ~ 0 
X 
sup \gn(x-8n)-g(x) \ ~ 0 
X 
en= nn-'r); n = 1,2 ••• 
A result on the converse direction is: 
Proposition 7.31. 
Then 
Let G, G 1 , G 2 , •• • E ~ 0 and suppose lim sup\gn(x)-g(x)! = o. 
n~ x 
Then 
• lim ~(Gn,G) = 0 
n~co 
Proof: Trivially: s~p \Gn(x)-G(x) l ~ 0. 
Gn(Gh1 (p))-G(G~1 (p)) ~ 0 i.e. G(G~1 (p)) 
Let p E ]0, 1 [ • 
so that 
G~1 (p) ~ G-1 (p). 
PG (p) ~ pG(p) 
Hence gn(G~1 (p)) ~ g(G- 1 (p)) p E ]0,1[ 
when p E [0,1] • 
n 
The result now follows from theorem 5.1 (iv). 
Combining these results we get the convergence criterion: 
Then 
i.e. 
0 
~1eorem 7.32. 
• 
Let G, G1 , G, ••• E~ 0 • Then ~(Gn,G) ~ 0 if and only if 
there is a sequence e • n = 1,2 ••• in e so that n , 
sup!gn(x-en)-g(x) I~ 0 
X 
If so, then ~(Gn,G) ~ 0 
We shall need the following result: 
Proposition 7.33. 
Let G E ~ 0 and let I= [a0 , a 1] be the closed sub inter-
val of ]0,1[ where PG obtains its maximum. Put 
k 0 = infix: g(x) > Ol and k1 = suplx: g(x) > ol • Then: 
k 0 < G- 1 (1-a1 ) ~ G- 1 (1-a0 ) < k1 , 
g is strictly increasing on [k0 ,G-1 (1-a 1)] 
g =max ~G(p) =max g(x) on [G-1 (1-a1 ), G-1 (1-a0 )] and g is 
p X 
strictly decreasing on [G- 1 (1-a 0 ), k1]. 
Proof: The inequalities are obvious and the three last statements 
is a consequence of the differential e~1ation g = ~G(1-G) [] 
It is often difficult to obtain non trivial convergence 
statements on densities on the basis of weak convergence of the 
probability measures. If the probability measures are in 2& 0 , 
however, then quite strong condusions may be drawn. 
Proposition 7.34. 
Let and suppose lim G (x) = G(x) n~oo n 
x E ]- oo, oo [ • Then lim sup jgn (x)-g(x) I = 0, provided 
n~oo x 
when 
max gn(x) = gn(O), n > 1,2 ••• and max g(x) > g(O). In particular 
X X 
gn, n = 1, 2 • • • are uniformly equicontinuous on ]- oo, oo [ • 
Proof: Put k 
nc = inf lx: gn(x) > ol , 
kn1 = sup lx: gn(x) > 0} 
ko = inf { ..,r • .A.O g(x) > Ol 
and k1 = sup lx: g(x) > ol 
Let x E ]k0 ,k1[. Then Gn(x) E ]0,1[ for n sufficiently large, 
Hence liminf kno ~ x ~ limsup kn1 • 
n n 
The arbitrariness of x in ]k0 ,k1[ implies 
limsup kno ~ k 0 < k1 ~ liminf kn 1 
n n 
Let 0 <x. Then for 0 < € < x: 
so that 
limsup ~(x) ~ Q[x-~,x] ~ g(x) as € ~ 0 
n 
Hence limsup gn(x) ~ g(x) 
n 
On the other hand: 
so that 
Gn[x,x+€[ ~ gn(x)€ 
liminf gn(x) ~ G[x,~+€[ ~ g(x) 
n 
Hence liminf gn(x) ~ g(x). Note that this argument holds for 
n 
x = 0 also. 
It follows that: 
lim gn(x) = g(x) when x > 0 
n 
and liminf gn(O) ~ g(O). 
n 
In the same way we may show that lim gn (x) = g(x) when x < o. 
:n 
Let 0 < e < 2€ < k1• Then - for n sufficiently large -
2€ < k1n. By theorem 7.19 log gn(e) =log gn(i.O+i•e) ~ 
~ ilog gn(O) + ilog gn(2e), or equivalently: 
log gn(O) < 2log g (c)-log g (2e) - for n sufficiently large. 
= n n 
Hence: 
log limsup gn(O) < [2log g(e)-log g(2e)J ~log g(O) as e ~ o. 
n 
It follows that gn (x) _,. g (x) ; x E ]- co, co [ • 
Uniform convergence follows now from the fact that if 
F, F1 , F2 , ••• are probability distributions on ]-co,co[ such 
that Fn _,. F weakly and F is continuous, then 
sup IFn(x)-F(x)l ~ 0. The Q~iform convergence gn _,. g, in turn, 
X 
implies uniform equicontinuity of the sequence g1 , g2 , ••• • [] 
We shall now show that the conditions on the maxima is abundant. 
Theorem 7.35. 
Let G, G1 , G2 , ••• be strongly unimodal distributions with 
continuous densities • Then 
limsup \gn(x)-g(x)l = 0 provided Gn ~ G weakly 
n x 
Proof: Let gn(an) ~ gn(x) ; x E ]- ro,oo[ • Then an; n = 1 ,2,~· •• 
is bounded and we may - without loss of generality - assume that 
an ~ a • Then g(a) ~ g(x) ; x E ]- oo,c:o [ • It follows that 
G * 6 n -a 
. , n = 1 ,2 • •• and G * o_a satisfies the conditions 
n 
in proposition 7.34. Hence sup \gn(x-an)-g(x-a) I ~ 0 • By uni-
x 
form equicontinuity sup \gn(x-~)-gn(x-a)l ~ O, so that 
X 
sup\gn(x-a)-g(x-a) I= sup\gn(x)-g(x) \ ~ 0 
X X 
Example 7.36. 
Let G E cffo be symmetric. Then g is even. Let 
x.n, n = 1, 2 ••• be any sequence of non negative numbers such that 
0 
x.n/n ~ 0 and liminf x.n > 0 
n 
(Example: rt = constant • n Y where n , 
y E [0,1[ and constant> o). Put en== J g(x)dx+(2/n)g(1/R)+x.n/n. 
n\x\>1 
Then en is the area of shaded region of this figure: 
1/1 
Define - for each n - a probability density- gn by 
t (x)/Cn when \x\ ~ 1/n gn(x) = [g( 1 /n)+rt -mt \xI )/C when \xI ~ 1 /n n n n 
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Let Gn be the distribution with density gn. Then Gn is unimo-
dal and symmetric, {t Gn is differentiable and: 
g' (x) = n 
r g'(x)/Cn when \x\ > 1/n 
l -n~nsgn x/Cn when 0 < \x\ 
It follows that: 
+00 
< 1/n 
J. \gn' (x) \dx 1 j' 1 = C~ \g' (x) \dx+2C~ ~n 
-co n \x\>1 
and it is easily seen that: 
and 
lim en = 1 
n 
lim gn(x) = g(x) when x F 0 
n 
liminf gn(O) = g(O) + liminf ~n > g(O) 
n n 
+00 
li~inf J \g~ (x) \dx = J \g 1 (x) \dx + 2 liminf ~n > J \g' (x) \dx 
-00 
By Scheff-@'s convergence theorem: l!Gn-Gil ~ 0. In particular 
G ~ G weakly. n The conclusion in theorem 7.35 (or proposition 
7.34) is, however, not valid here since gn(O) ~> g(O). It follows 
that the condition Gn E ;) 0 , n= 1, 2 • • • (even when G E ~ 0 ) in 
theorem 7.35 (or proposition 7.34) can not be replaced by the 
condition that G ; n = 1,2, ••• are unimodal. n 
By the convergence criterion for translation experiments [16]' 
we have A(Gn'G) ~ o. We do not, however, have A(Gn,G) ~ 0 since 
J \g~ (x) \dx ~> J \g' (x) \dx • 
We will now show that the metrics A and ~ are topologically 
equivalent on ~ 0 • 
Theorem 7.37. 
Let G, G1 , G2 , ••• E ~ 0 • 
if lim A(Gn,G) ~ 0 • 
Then if and only 
n~oo 
Proof: The "only if follows from" theorem 7.32 and the "if" 
follows from theorem 7.35 and theorem 7.32. II '--' 
Finally we give a necessary condition for convergence which is 
valid without any condition on unimodality. 
Theorem 7.38. 
Let 2!G ; n = 1,2 ••• and ~G be differentiable and suppose 
n 
g~ ~ g' a.e. Lebesgue. Then 
• 
lim ~(Gn,G) = 0 
n~oo 
provided 
limsup J lg~ (x) ldx ~ J lg' (x) ldx 
n~oo 
• 
Remark Conversely; ~(Gn,G) --> - by theorem 5.1 (vi) - that 
J lg~ (x) ldx ~ J lg(x) ldx. 
Proof of the theorem: By Scheffe's convergencx theorem: 
J !g~ (x)-g'(x) ldx ~ O. Hence J lgn (x)-g(x) I = lj' (g~ (t)-g' (t) )dt I ~ 
-CP J lg~ (t)-g' (t) ldt ~ 0 , so that 
CO CP 
UG ( s) = J I sgn (x)+g~ (x) ldx ~ J I gg(x)+g' (x) ldx = UG (s) • 
n -a:.> _co 
Convergence now follows from theorem 5.1 (vi). 0 
Appendix A 
Comparison of translation experiments. 
A summary of results. 
A.1 
Appendix A. Comparison of translation experiments. 
A translation experiment will here be defined as an experiment 
~P = ((x,J)..-)(P9 : e E e)) where X is a second countable locally 
compact topological group with Borel class J¥ , ® = x, P is a 
probability measure on Jo/ and 
P e (A) = P (Ae - 1 ) ; A E J"f , 8 E e 
Clearly ~p is uniquely defined by P. 
a right Haar measure on (x,Jo/). 
~ will always denote 
It will frequently be assumed that P is absolutely continuous 
i.e. that P << ~. This assumption is equivalent with each of the 
following conditions: 
(D1 ) ~ is dominated 
(D2 ) (P8 : 8 E ®) "' ~ 
(D3) e ~ P8 (A) is continuous for each A E eX 
(D4) 8~ P8 is strongly continuous 
We summarize here some results form [16] on the comparison of 
translation experiments for LeCam's deficiency o and distance A 
( 7 J 
Theorem A.1. 
Let P and Q be probability measures on (x,Jt) and let 
e > 0 be a constant. 
(i) If there is a probability measure M on Vf so that 
liM * P - Qll < e then 
(ii) * Suppose M(x) has an invariant mean and that p << ~-
Then o( ~P't Q) ::; e if and only if there is a probabili-
ty measure M on .,4 so that liM* P - Qll < e. 
*) M(x) is the space of bounded measurable functions on x • 
A.2 
Corollary A.2. 
6 ( ~ P' ~Q) < inf liM * P - Q[l and "=rr holds if P << ~ and 
- M 
M(x) has an invariant mean. 
The or em A. 3. 
Let P and Q be probability measures on ,(x,Jt) and 
e > 0 a constant. Then there exists a probability measure M so 
that 
liM * P - Qll < € 
if and only if 
JfdQ :S supj f(xy)P(dy) + e[lfll , 
X 
We introduce now the notations: 
o(P,Q) = infiiM*P-QII = minlif*P-Qil 
M M 
f E C(x). 
= sup (infjf(xy)P(dy)- infJf(xy)Q(dy)) 
[[f[l~1 X X 
= sup (infJf(xy)P(dy) - Q(f)) 
llfll<1 X 
= 
~(P,Q) = 6(P,Q)V6(Q,P) = 
= sup jinfJ f(xy)P(dy) - infJf(xy)Q(dy) I 
l!ffl~1 X X 
Then 6 ( P, Q) = 6 ( (fp, ~ Q) (~(P,Q) = ~( ~' GQ)) provided 
P is (P and Q are) absolutely continuous. 
Theorem A.4. 
Let P be absolutely continuous. Then ~(Pn,P) ~ if and 
only if there exist elements a1 , a2 , ••• in X so that 116 *P -PII ~ 0. an n 
Theorem A.5. 
Suppose ~ (PmPn) ~ 0 as m,n ~co. Then there is a P so that 
~(Pn ,P) ~ O. 
B.2 
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B.1 Introduction 
In [7] Le Cam introduced the notion of e-deficiency of one 
experiment relative to another. This generalized the concept of 
"being more informative" which was introduced by Bohnenblust, 
Shapley, and Sherman and may be found in Blackwell [1]. "Being 
more informative for k-decision problems" was introduced by 
Blackwell in [2]. The hybrid of "e-deficiency for k-decision 
problems" was considered by the author in [15]. 
An experiment will here be defined as a pair ~= ((x,~) , 
(P 9:e E8)) where (x,JY) is a measura·ole space and (P 9:e ES) 
is a family of probability measures on (x,Jr) . The set @ --
the parameter set of~ will be assumed fixed, but arbitrary. 
Definition. 
(Q 9:e ES)) be two experiments with the same parameter set @ and 
let e ... € e be a non-negative function on @ (and let k > 2 
an integer) • 
(for 
Then we shall say that {5 is e:-deficient relative to 1=" 
k-decision problems 7<·) if to each decision space** ( D, J/) 
be 
where ~ is finite (where cf contains 2k sets), every bounded 
loss-function*** (A,d) ~ w9(d) on @ x D and every risk func-
tion r obtainable in~: there is a risk function r' obtain-
able in ~ so that 
* Vfuen k = 2: testing problems. 
-l<·*· l.e., a measurable space. 
*** 
It is always to be understood that d ... w9(d) is 
measureable for each e • 
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Let Cf= ((x,f.y), (P 9:eEe)) and 
be two experiments such that: 
(i) P 8:eEe is dominated 
(ii) ~ is a Borel-sub set of a Polish space and ~ is the class 
of Borel sub sets of "j . 
It follows from theorem 3 in Le Cam's paper [7] that Gf is 
n-
e-deficient w.r. t. :S- if and only if there is a randomization M 
from (X' J).-) to ( ~' S"JJ) so that llP eM-Qe II .:: € e; e E A • (An al-
ternative proof of this result is given in section 3.) 
Many of the results on comparison of experiments generalizes 
without difficulties to situations where the basic measures are 
only required to be finite. (Here as elsewhere in this paper a 
measure may be "non negative", "non positive" or neither. The 
notion of a signed measure will not be used.) 
As an example of a situation where such "experiments" natur-
ally enter consider two experiments 
1' = ( ( ~, ')1), \!B: 9 E 8) t a decision 
W and two functions a and b on 
~= 
space 
( ( x ~ J.r ) ; ~ 8 : e E e) and 
(D,~), a loss function 
there to any risk function s 
e . Then we may ask: does 
{\'-
obtainable in ~ correspond a risk 
function r obtainable in {ffi so that r(e)_::a9 s(e) +b 9!1W8 1! 
e E e 7 It turns out - under regularity conditions - that a 
necessary and sufficient condition is the existence of a randomi-
zation lVI from (x,/4) to <Aj '~) so that IIPgM-ae Qell.:: be; 
e E e • Considering e .... a 9 r(e) as a "risk function" relative 
to the "experiment" ((~,1"J,L (a8Q9; e EB)) we see that this is 
essentially the criterion of theorem 3 in Le Cam's paper [7]. 
In this paper measures which are not probability measures 
are derived from probability measures by differentiation. 
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A pseudo experiment ~ will here be defined as a pair 
~ = ( (X, A' ) , u 9 : 9 E e) where~lA} is a measurable space and 
1-1 9 :e E e is a family of finite measures on (x,fo/) • We will 
stretch the usual terminolog;y and call (x,J4-) the sample space 
of ~ and e the parameter set of g • A pseudo experiment 
with.a two point parameter set will be called a pseudo dichotomy. 
P~ experiment (A dichotomy), ~, is a pseudo experiment (dicho-
tomy) ~ = ((x,Jc¥), 1-1 8:e E e) where the measures u 9 ~e E e are 
probability measures. 
Some of the results on pseudo experiments are quite straight 
forward generalizations of those in D5]. This is, in particular, 
the case for most of the results included in this appendix. Other 
results, however, do not have the generalizations which may appear 
natural. As an example we mention the result (proved in D5J) 
that two experiments are equivalent provided they are equivalent 
for testing problems. We shall see in the next section that equi-
valence for testing problems does not - in general - imply equi-
valence for pseudo experiments. 
The definition of e-deficiency is extended as fDllows: 
Definition. Let 
(">.. ~ = ( C/'j, S~), v 8 : A E e)) be pseudo experiments with the same 
parameter set and let 
We shall say that 
e ; 9 E e be a function from IB It is e-deficient w.r.t. 1 to (for k-
decision problems if to each measurable space (D,if) where 
# j < ::o (where 11- !/ = 2k), to each family W 8: e E e of measurable 
functions on D , and each randomization cr from (~ , S~) to 
(D,~) there is a randomization p from (x,Jt) to (D,tf) so 
that 
B.1.4 
If {! is 0-deficient relative to ~ (for k-decision pro-
) c& '1:::' blems then we shall say that G is more informative than -:r 
( for k-decision problems) and write this G _::: 1= ( · 6·/T ) . 
k 
If G z: ~ ( ~ 2:. ':;: ) and ~ z: ~ ( 1= > t ) then we shall 
say that G and ~ k are eq_ui valent (for k-d!cision problems) and 
write this ~ ...., ~ ( ~ "' ~ ) • By proposition 8 in [15] and 
k 
by weak compactness (; "'~ <=> ~ ,...., ~ <=> ••• <=> G ,..., ~ 
2 3 
provided G- and 1· are domina ted experiments. 
The greatest lower bound of all constants e such that ~ 
is 7::-e-deficient relative to J for k-decision problems will be 
denoted by 
denoted by 
6k(~,~) and max [ok(t-,}), ok(~,t) will be 
6k( g. ,1:) . 
e such that G 
is by 6 ( g , ;: ) and 
6(g,~). 
The greatest lower bound of all constants 
~ 
e-deficient relative to 5- will be denoted 
max will be denoted by 
Proposition B.1.1 Let G = ( ( x ~w), ( 1-1 9 : e E e)) and 
~ = ( ( ~' S'b)' ( \)9: A E e)) be two pseudo experiments' and let € 
be a non negative function on 9 • Then f! is e-deficient 
w.r.t. ~for k decision problems provided Gf is e deficient 
w.r.t. ~ for k+1 decision problems. If (f is e-deficient 
w.r.t. ~ for k decision problems, then €8 > !ue(X)- ve(it~ I. 
'G is e ('-_, !1-le(x)- v8(Aj') l deficient w.r.t. }" for 1 decision 
problems and 'G is 9 _, !!1-1 81! + l!v 9 l\ deficient w.r. t. ~ for 
k- decision proble~ for k = 1, 2,... • 
Proof: Suppose '(! is e-deficien t w. r. t. ~ for k+ 1 decision 
problems. Put Dk = [1,2, ••• ~1{} and Dk+1 = {1 ,2, ••• ,k+1}. Let 
w ·e c:.·H1 
·eq '-~ be a family of functions on Dk and let a be a random-
ization from ( ~' S1) to Dk • Extend w e to Dk+1 by writing 
B. 1 • 5 
w9(k+1) = w9(k) • By assumption there is a randomization 
from (x,Jt) to Dk+ 1 so that 
-p 
e-deficiency for k-decision problems follows now since ~ 9 ow0 = 
~ 8 p W 9 where p ( k I x) = p ( k I x) + o ( k+ 1 I x) ; x E x and p ( k' I x) = 
p(k' !x); k' ~ k, x E X • 
Suppose cg is e-definment vv.r.t. for k-decision pro-
blems. Inserting W~ = 1 and w9 = -1 in the inequalities ap-
pearing in the definitions of e-deficiency we get; respectively 
e 9 ~ !-l 8(xJ- v 8('t) and e 8 > v 8(/''t)- u. 8(x) • Let (D)/) 
measurable space and let cr and p be randomizations to 
be any 
(D,$) 
from: respectively; (x,~) and (~,),b) • Finally let ~w9\ be 
any family of (real valued) measureable functions on (D, J) . 
Then: 
1-1 8 P w 8 = v 9 a w 8 + 1..1 9 p w 8 - v 8 a vr 8 .::; v 9 a w 9 + Cll ~ 9 II + llv9 II ) liW 8 II • 
0 
If ~, ~ and d are pseudo experiments 
then: 
okc(;;Cff< ok( g,1-) + 6k( ~,~) k = 1,2!1 ••• , 
6k( ~' ~) < 6k ( ~ 9 ~ ) + 6k ( '} 9 :f ) k = 1,2, ••• , 
0kcG',G) = L\k( ~' ~) = 0 k = 1,2, ••• , 
6k( ~ ,t) = 6k( rs:-, ~ ) k = 1,2, ••• , 
ok(~/~) 1' ( ~,~--) as k -+co, 
6k ( g., ?;") " 6( g, t) T as k -+CO, 
o(g,tj) < 6( ~,~) + 6( '5-:~) 
' 
and 
6({!,'J) ~ 6(~,}'~)+6(~,~)' 
o(G,~) = 6(~,~) = o, 
L\ c G ,~) = 6 c ~, ~ ) 
o1 (~/?j) = 61 ( ~,T) = s¥p!~ 9 Cx)- v 8 (~ I , 
B. 1 • 6 
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B.2 Finite parameter space 
All pseudo experiments considered in this section are assumed 
to have the same finite parameter space e. (Dk,~k); k = 1,2 9 •• 
will denote the decision space where Dk = [ 1 , .... , k} and !/ k 
is the class of subsets of Dk If G= ((x,Jr),(IJ 9:9E!Bl)) and 
Re 1)J is a sub linear function on then the integral 
Jw(d!J. 8/d~lu 8 1; P E &)d ~ !!J.A! will be denoted by w(~) • If 
G= ((x~J4,),(u 8 :eEtB)) and !J. 8(A) = Jf 8dr; A EJ};eEe for some 
non negative measure r on tft then ljJ(~) = Jw(f9; e E El)dr for 
any sub linear function on e R • 
Let g. = ( ( x, Jt) , ( !J. 9 : e E e) ) and ~ = ( (~, ~) , ( v 8 : 8 E e ) ) 
be two pseudo experiments, and let 8 be a function from e to 
The basic result on 8-deficiency is: 
Theorem B.2.1 
The following conditions are all equivalent: 
(i) g.is e-deficient w.r.t. for k-decision problems 
(ii) To each randomization cr from (/\j 9 S'1) to (Dk,~k) , 
and to each family W 8 : e E e of real valued functions on 
Dk corresponds a randomization p from (x,Jf) to 
(Dk' ~) so that: 
~ u 8 p w 9 .::: ~ v 8 cr w 8 + ~ 8 8 l!W 8 !I • 
(iii) To each randomization cr from C/\j 9 S'j) to (Dk, ~) 
corresponds a randomization p from (x,J.t) to (Dk' ~) 
so that: 
B.2.2 
(iv)* ¢(~) ~ w('}")- ~ e8 max[ljl(-e 8) 9 ljl(e 8 )} for any sub linear 
function ¢ on Re which is the maximum of k homogen-
uous linear functions. 
Remark lf 6 1 (~,~) = 0 then (iv) is equivalent with: 
(iv') ¢(~) ~ ¢(~)- ~ ~eJ~<ee) + w(-e8)) for any sub linear 
function w on R 8 which is the maximum of k homogenous 
linear functions. 
Demonstration: Clearly (iv') implies (iv) and (iv) for 
xf'- ¢(x) -~ ~(*(e 8 )- ¢(e 8))x 9 impliea (iv') for w. 
Note that the set of sub linear functions lj1 which satisfies 
(iv') is a cone. 
Proof of the theorem: 
Suppose (ii) holds and let cr be a randomization from 
( ~, ')6) to (Dk' ~ k) • Then: 
maximum min L: [!J 8pW8-v8aw9-e: 8 !iW8i!J < 0 • 
W:!IW8j!_:::1;9E9 p 8 
It follows by weak compactness, - since L: is affine in p 
e 
concave in W that maximum and minimum may be interchanged 
i.e. p may be chosen independently of W . This implies 
and 
Hence (ii) ==> (iii). It follows - since (iii) ==> (i) ==> (ii) 
is trivial 
-
that (i) 
with 
-w in (ii) we 
max L: !-le P wo > 
-p 8 \J 
for each 
e 8(e') = 1 
e E e 
or 0 
<=> (ii) <=> (iii), 
gE;lt: 
L: cNf l'rr l' m~ 8 v 8 ' 8 - ~ e 8 :1 v~ 8 : l 
we define the vector e 
_j 88, 
as 8' = 8 or 8' r 
Interchanging w 
by: 
B.2.3 
0 
An immediate consequence is: 
Corollary B.2.2 
(ffis e:-deficient w.r. t. ~ if and only if tjr( .~) .2: 
~(1')- ~ e: 8 max[w(e 9),w(e 8)} for any sub linear function tjr on R8 • 
Remark 
If ~:, 1 ( ~, ~) = 0 then the inequality in corollary B. 2. 2 
may be replaced by: 
* ( (;) 2: w (~) -t ~ e: e ( w (-e e) + w ( e e)) 
Corollary B.2.3 
Suppose ~:, 1 ( ~, ~) = 0 Then e:-deficient w.r. t~ 
for 2 decision problems if and only if 
I!~ a 8 llel! 2: !I~ a 8 v 9 !1- ~ e: 9 l a 8 ! 
for any a E R8 • 
Proof: 
It suffices, in (iv') to consider functions tjr of the form 
Theorem B.2.4 
Suppose e = [1,2},~1 ~ 09v1 2: 0 and that 
r:::-
Then (; is e:-deficient w,r.t. :.S. if and only 
ficient w.r.t. ~ for 2 decision problems. 
Proof: 
0 
= 0 . 
e:-de-
Suppose ~is e:-deficient w.r.t~ ~ for 2 decision problems. 
B.2.4 
Let a 1 , ••• ,ak,b1 , ••• ,bk be 2k constants and consider 
\jr:x ... max[aix1 + bix2 ; i = 1, ••• ,k} • By rearranging we may 
assume that there is a s so that 
where 
the representation on the right is minimal in the sense that for 
each i < s there is a x 0 > 0 so that a.+b.x2 > c::.. ~ ~ 
max(aj +bjx2 ; j I i, 1 < j _::: s} • Then the numbers b1 ,b2 , ••• ,bs 
are all distinct and we may without loss of generality - assume 
and 
as 
Then- by the remark after theorem B.2.1 
~((;) = $(~) Z: ~(~)-~~ee(~(ee)+~(-ee)) = 
~(~)-~ ~ e8 {,v(e 8) + '&(-e 9)) 2: wC1"") -~~~i*(e 8 )+w(-e 9 )) • 
0 
Definitions 
A standard pseudo experiment is a pseudo experiment of the 
form ((K,<;J),(S 9: 8E8)) where K= [x: xER8 and ~lx 8 1=1}, 
s~ is the class of Borel sub sets of K and X ~ ... xe is - for 
each e - a version of dS~' d ~ IS 8 I 
A finite non negative measure on K will* be called a stan-
dard measure. 
If G = ( Cx}~ ) 'Cu.e: e E e)) is a pseudo experiment then the 
standard pseudo experiment of (! is the standard pseudo experi-
*) If A is some Borel sub set of a Polish space then "a measure 
on A 11 is - if not otherwice stated - synonymus with "a measure 
on the class of Borel sub sets of A 11 • 
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ment A 
G = ((K,S1),(s 9:e Ee)) 
where for each e - S 9 is the measure on K induced by the 
map:x .... [d1J~jd~!ll 9 1Jx; 9E9 from (x,ft,IJ 9) to K. The 
standard measure of the pseudo experiment ~ = ( ( x ,J:r), ( lle: e E e)) 
/, is the standard measure induced by the map : x ... [du 9;d ~ llle! ]x 
e E e from (X' JY' §I f.l e I ) to K • 
The standard measure of the standard pseudo experiment 
is the measure ~IS 8 ! e .. and a standard pseudo 
experiment is determined by its standard measure. Any standard 
measure is the standard measure of a standard pseudo experiment. 
The standard measure of a pseudo experiment ~ is also the stan-
ci. dard measure of its standard pseudo experiment 0 t = ~ and 6 ( t, ~ ) = 0 for any pseudo experiment Clearly ~-
Theorem B.2.5 
1\. "' ~ ( (f ' t) = 0 <=> t = ~ • 
Proof: 
<== is clear so suppose ~(~, ~) = 0 • We may wi~~out 
loss of generality assume that ~ and ~ are standard pseudo 
experiments with- respectively- standard measures S and T • 
Let V be the set of all functions on K which are of the form 
~ 1 - $2 where ~ 1 and ~ 2 are sub linear functions on R8 • It 
is easily seen that V is a vector lattice coutaining the con-
stants. [If 1lr 1 , 1~ 2 are real numbers then I~ 1-¢ 2 1 = 2 max ['ifp w2} 
- (w 1+w 2)- thus If! EV when fEV]. It follows from the formu-
la f 2 =max 2a(f-a) +a2 that the closure V of V for uniform 
a 
convergence is an algebra which obviously diStinguish points in K • 
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-Hence-byihe Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem - V = C(K) • 
Clearly S(f) = T(f) for any f E V. It follows that S(f)=T(f) 
when f E C(K) i.e. S = T • 
Example B.2.6 
Suppose 8 = (1,2} 
S and T on K by: 
Define standard probability measures 
s ( [ ( 0 ' 1 ) } ) = s ( [ ( 1 7 0 ) 1) = s ( [ ( -t' -t) } )/2 = t = T ( { ( L t) } ) I 2 = 
T(((-1,0)}) = T([(0,-1)1) • 
t] 
Let t=((x,~),(f.l 1 ,f.l 2 )) and ~= ((~,$1),(v 1 ,v2 )) be 
pseudo experiments with, respectively, standard measures S and 
T • Then: 
fl.(~)= v.(,t\.) = 0; i = 1,2 
l l (} 
and 
It follows that 62 ( ~ , 1=') = 0 • ~ and ~ are, however, 
not equivalent since: 
and 
Jmax{x1 ,x2 ,0}T(dx) = l 
so that 6 3 (~ ,~) ~ &3 (g,~) > l. 
It follows that equivalence for testing problems does not -
even for pseudo dichotomies - imply equivalence. This demonstra-
tes that 
(i) the statement obtained from theorem B.2.4 by deleting the 
conditions fl 1 ~ 0 , v 1 ~ 0 is wrong. 
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~d 
(ii) 6 in theorem B.2.5 can not - even if we restrict ourselves 
to pseudo dichotomies - be replaced by ~ 2 . 
If we restrict ourselves to experiments, however, then the 
conditions ~ 1 ~ 0 , v1 > 0 in theorem B.2.4 become superfluous 
and it was shown in D~ that 62 equivalence for experiments 
implied 6 equivalence. 
B. 3.1 
B.3 General parame~~space 
Problems on infinite parameter spaces may occasionally be 
reduced to problems on finite parameter spaces by: 
Proposition B.3.1 
Let ~ = (x,J4.),(1J. 8:e E8)) and ~= ((Aj, <)b),(\J 9:e ElBl)) 
where is dominated. Let e: be a non-negative func-
tion on 8 • Then cg, c: & is e:-deficient w.r.t. J (for k-decision 
problems) if and only if ((x,J4t) 7 (!-l 9 :e EF)) is (e: 9:e EF) de-
ficient w.r. t. ( ( ~ ,S'!J), ( \Je: 8 E F)) (for k-decision problems) 
for all finite non-empty sub sets F of 8 • 
Proof: 
The condition is clearly sufficient so suppose that the con-
dition holds. It suffices to do the proof in the case of k-de-
cision problems. Let D be a k-point set and let / be the 
class of all sub sets of D . Let cr be a randomization from 
to (D,~ ) • 
empty sub set 
(n7d) so that 
F of 
By assumption there is for each finite non-
H' (\ lBl a randomization p- from (x,vt) to 
Let rr be any probability measure dominating I u 9 I: 8 E @ • 
F' By weak compactness there is a sub set p and a p so that 
F' ~. p ~ p weakly [L1 (x,~r,rr)] • It follows that 
0 
We proved in fact a little more and this is the content of 
the next theorem. 
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Theorem B.3.2 
Let ~ = ( ( x, If) , ( !-l 9: e E e) ) and ~ = ( ( ~ , )'2>) ; ( v 9: e E e) ) 
where 1-1 8 : 9 E EJ is dominated. Let e be a non-negative function 
on ® let # D = k and let c/ be the class of all sub sets of 
D • 
Then ~is e-deficient w.r.t. ~ 
if and only if to each randomization a 
there is a randomization p from (x,Jt) 
for 
from 
to 
k-decision problems 
( ~, ~) to (D,cf) 
( D , !/ ) so that : 
The next proposition tells us -- in the case of experiments 
that certain decision spaces are abundant for comparision by 
operational characteristics. 
Proposition B.3.3 
Let ~ = ( ( x, J'4t) , ( ll 8 : 8 E e) ) and ~ = ( ( ~ , Sb) , ( v 9 : 9 E e) ) 
be two pseudo experiments and let 9 ... e e be a non-negative 
function on e Denote by T the collection of decision spaces 
(D, j') having the following property: 
To each randomization a from (~ ,)3) to (D, /) there 
is a randomization p from (x,Jo/) to (D,if') so that 
li!JeP- v8al! ~ e8; 8 E 8 • 
Then; 
(i) If (D,i) is in T and 0c s Et' then (So, /n So) 0 
is in T • 
J 
(ii) If (D,/) is in T and (D', ~ ) is a measurable space 
such that there exists a bimeasurable bijection D ... D' 
then ( D I ' :11) is in T 
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Proof: 
(ii) is clear, so suppose (D,J) is in T and ¢ c S 0 E f . 
(S 0 , ~n S0 ) • Define 
by: 
Let r be a probability measure on 
a randomization y: (D,~) ~ (S 0 , dfn S0 ) 
y ( s 1 d) = Is (d); d E s 0 s E! n s 0 
y ( s 1 d) = r( s) ; d ,i s 0 , s E :J n s 0 
Let V be any probability measure on (D,~) such that V(S0 )=1. 
Let S E ;/n S0 • Then: (Vy)(S) = J y(SI·)dV = J y(SI·)dV=V(S). 
s 
It follows that Vy is the restriction of V to ~n S • Define 
0 
a randomization y from (S 0 , /J n S0 ) to (D,cf) by: 
y(S!d) = Is(d); se1, dES 0 
Then 
(yy)(Sid) = Is(d); s E c/n S0 , d ES 0 and for any 
probability measure W on S0 n ~ : 
(Yiy}(S) = J8 Is dW = W(S n S0 }; s E /. 
0 
Let a be any randomization from <Aj, S3J to (S0 ,S0 n if) • By 
assumption there is a randomization p from (x,Jf) to (D,J() 
so that: 
0 
Theorem B.3.4 
Suppose ( Il-l e I : e E ®) is domina ted. Then ~ = ( ( x,Jt~; U.J.e= BE®)) 
is e:-deficient w.r. t. ~ = ( ( ~, Sb); ( v9: 8 E B)) if and only if ; 
to each decision space (D,~) where D is a Borel sub set of a 
Polish space and ;/ is the class of Borel sub sets of D and to 
B. 3.4 
each randomization cr from (~ , ~) to (D, /!) , there is a 
randomization p from (x,J}) to (D,df) so that 
If the condition is satisfied and at least one of the mea-
sures v 9cr I 0 , then p may be chosen so that ~eP is - for 
each 9 - in the band generated by v 9cr: 9 E 8 • 
Proof: 
The condition is clearly sufficient, so suppose Gr is €-
deficient w.r.t. ~. By proposition B.3.3 we may - without loss 
of generality - assume that D is compact metric. Let rr be a 
probability measure on (x,Jf) which is equivalent with (!~ 9 !:9E9) 
and let ~ be a countable dense sub set of C(D) such that: r 
rational, f, g E df => r, If I, f + g and rf E Je . [We may put 
~= ~ U. where U0 is a dense countable sub set of C(D) and i=o 1 
u1 ,u2 , ..• are defined recursively by: 
Ui+ 1 = [r 1f 1 + r 2f 2 + r 3 + f;: f 1 ,f2 ,f3 E Ui; r 1 ,r2 and r 3 are 
rationals}]. Let [d 1 ,d2 , ••• } be dense in D. Put Dk = 
[d 1 ,d2 , ••• ,dk1 , and let ~k be the class of all subsets of Dk. 
For each k define fk: D ~ D as follows: Let d E D . Consi-
der the k numbers: distance (d,d 1 ), ••• , distance (d,dk) • Let 
i be the unique integer among [1, ••• ,k} such that: 
distance (d,d1 ), ••• , distance (d,di_1 ) >distance (d,di) < 
distance (d,di+1 ), distance (d,di+2 ), ••. , distance (d,dk) • 
Define fk(d) = d. 1 . Clearly fk is measurable. Let (j be a 
randomization from C ~, S1) to (D,cf) • Define the randomiza-
tion (jk from <·~')b) to (Dk' ,fk) by: 
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By theorem B.3.2 there is a randomization pk from (x,J}) to 
( Dk, Jk) so that : 
For each f E df,, k I: ok(d.!•)f(d.),· k = 1,2, ••• i=1' l.' 1. has a weakly 
( 1 1 ( l-, A, TI)) convergent sub sequence. By a diagonal process 
(or by Tychonoff's theorem) we may obtain a sub sequence pk" so 
k' 
that i~ 1 pk,(d!·)f(di) converges weakly to a function p(fl·) , 
for each f E ~. p may be modified so that: 
p c f+g I . ) = p(f!·)+p(g!·); f,g E 'Jt 
p(rfl·) = rp(fl·) f E j{, 
p(11·) = 1 
P c f I · ) > 0 f Edf,, f > 0 
-
By continuity - there is for each X E X - a probability 
measure p(·lx) on ;/ so that p(f!x) = p(f!x) f E ;}(. 
Since p(f!x) is measureable for each f E ~t, p defines a ran-
domization from (x,Jf) to (D,I) • Let f E i:Jt. 
Then: 
I " r k I fd(IJ 9:0)- jfd(v9cr)!.:Sijfd(IJ 9P') ;~1 f(di)(l.lePkt)(d~l + 
k k 
I I: ( IJ 9 p k, ) ( d .)f ( d . ) - r: ( v 9 crk , )( d ~)f ( d . ) 1 + i= 1 1. 1. i= 1 l 1. 
I . ~ ( v A crk , ) ( d . ) f ( d . ) - Jf d ( v 9 a ) ! • 1.=1 - 1. 1. 
Since, !I!J.ePk - v 9akll _:: e: 8 ; 8 E8 , the second term to the right 
of _:: is _:: e: 8 i!fl! • Since distance (d,fk(d)) = distance (d, [d1 , •• 
•• ,dk}){tO and D is compact- distance (d,fk(d))~O uniformly 
in d • Hence - since f is uniformly continuous - l!fofk- f!l _, 0. 
The last term may be written 
It follows that the last term ~ 0 ~ 
The first term to the right of <which may be written 
IJcJf(d')p(dd' !·)- i!1 f(di)pk,(dii·)Jd~ 8 1 
tends - by weak convergence - to 0 • 
It follows that 
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Let us - finally - return to the general case and suppose 
p is a randomization such that !l!.leP vea II ~ €e; e E 9 • Let 
T be a probability measure on (D~~) which is equivalent with 
!.leP; 8 E 9 and let for each finite measure on J ,x.' be the 
projection of X. on the band generated by vea: e E 9 • Let TT 
be a probability measure in the band generated by v8a: 8 E 9 • 
Then the map cp: ~ - ~' + [11.(D)- 11. 1 (D)]TT maps L1(T) into 
L1(Tcp) • The restriction of cp 
a randomization cp from (D 9 j' ) 
to L1 (T) may be represented by 
to (D 91) . It follows that 
!!u 9 p~p- veal! = I!Cf.leP- v 8a)cpl! ~ 11!-leP -veal! ,:: €9 
the band generated by v 9a; 8 E 8 • 
Corollary B.3.5 
and is in 
0 
Let ~ = ( ( x, ~) ; ( !.le: 9 E e) ) and 1 = ( ( ~ , (b) , ( v 8 : e E e) ) 
be two pseudo experiments where (I !.le!: 8 E 8) is dominated and~ 
is a Borel sub set of a Polish space and S1 is the class of Borel 
sub sets of ~. Let € be a non-negative function on 8 • 
Then: 
(i) ~is CL €-deficient w.r.t. 7 if and only if there is a 
randomization M from (x 9 [cr) to (~ ,sl>) so that: 
II !.l 9M - v 8 II .:: € 8 ; e E e 
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If the condition is satisfied and ve I 0 for at least 
one e 
' 
then M may be chosen so that 11 9M is - for 
each e - in the band generated by ve: e E e . 
' 
(ii) ~ is €-deficient w.r.t. ~ if and only if to each 
decision space (D9J) and to each randomization (J 
from C~ , S1) to (D,c/) there is a randomization p 
from (x, ~) to (D, if ) so that: 
Remark. 
If 11 9:9 E@ and v8: 9 E 8 are probability measures then 
(i) is a direct consequence of theorem 3 in LeCam's paper [7]. 
Proof of the Corollary. 
1 0 Suppose ~ is e-deficient w.r. t. ~ • Consider the 
decision space (D,5f) = (~,)1) and the identity map 
By theorem 7 there is a randomization M 
so that 
cr from 
from (x,Jn 
The last statement in (i) follows from the last statement in 
theorem B.3.4. 
20 Assume there is a randomization M from ( x9Jf) to 
(~ , S1) so that 1!11 8M - veil ~ ee; e E e . Let (D, if) be any 
decision space and (J a randomization from ( ~' S'1) to (D,:/). 
Then: 
0 
The next proposition generalized Corollary 6 in ~5]. 
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Proposition B.3.6 
Let (E = ( ( x, Jt) , ( ~ 9: 9 E e) ) and ~ = ( ( ~ , ~ L ( v 9: e E e) ) 
be two pseudo experiments and let e 
function on e • Suppose (I 1-le I e E e) 
e-deficient w.r.t. ~ for k-decision 
is e-deficient w.r.t. each experiment 
where S\ 5: S1> and 
Proof~ 
~ e8 be a non-negative 
is dominated. Then (1, is 
problems if and only if ~ 
((~ ,~),(~ 9 1S";':e Ee)) 
1 0 Suppose 
problems and that 
G is 
,....., 
51 is 
e-deficient w,r. t. ~ for k-decision 
a sub algebra of )"'b containing at most 
2k sets. Clearly ~ is e-deficient w.r.t. 
( Q9 ! c;~: 9 E 8)) for k-decision problems. Consider the decision 
,.... 
space (~,S"J) and let cr be the identity map from 
( ~ ,% ) :_ By theoremB.3.4 there is a randomization p 
to ( ~, ~ ) so that : 
,_ 
11~ 8 P - (v 9 !~)all _:: e9 : e E e 
rv 1'\, 
or - since ( v 9 IS"!, ) a = v 8 I )':, : e E e 
I!~ 9 P - v 9 I ~!! ~ e 9 ; e E e • 
(~, ~) to 
from ( #,vt) 
By corollary B.3.5 this implies that ~ is e-deficient w.r.t. 
f'-
~. 
2o Suppose ~ is e-deficient w.r.t. each experiment 
,....,. I'\, ( ( ltJ 'S1) 9 ( ve IS~: e E e)) • We may - without loss of generality -
assume #@ < oo. The proposition now follows from theorem B.2.1 
in section 2 in the same way as corollary 6 in ~5] followed from 
the or em 2 in [15] • 
0 
Appendix C 
Arguments depending on an assumption stating 
that some of the measurable spaces involved 
are Borel sub sets of Polish spaces. 
c. 1 
Arguments depending on an assumption stating that 
some of the measurable spaces involved are Borel sub sets of 
Polish spaces. 
The only results whose proofs depend on such assumptions are: 
Proposition 2.3 Page 2.6 
II 3. 1 3. 1 
11 3.4 3.6 
11 4. 11 4. 12 
Theorem 6. 1 6.2 
II 6.2 6.6 
Corollary 6.3 6.9 
Proposition 6.5 6.11 
Theorem 6.6 6. 11 
We shall now show how these assumptions may be avoided in 
proposition 2.3, proposition 3.1 and in proposition 3.4. 
Proof of propo~tion 2.3 
Let en be any sequence in e- [8 0 } such that 
By the testing criterion - corollary B.2.3 -
Qe -Qe Qe -Qe Pe -Pe Pe -Pe 
II m m _ n oil < !I m o _ n o 11 
e - e e - e - ~. e - e e - e I • 
m o no m o no 
The right hand side of this inequality tends - since 
ferentiable in e - to zero as m,n .... co • 
0 
(} is dif-
It follows that • • • is a Cauchy 
sequence. 0 
0.2 
Proof of proposition 3.1 
Let a and b be real numbers. By corollary B.2.3: 
Pe-Pe Qe-Qe 
!Ia o + b Pe II > Jla ___ o + b Qe II 
8-8 0 8-8 0 0 0 
e - eo yields: 
!Ia :P 8 +b P9 II~ lla Q8 +b Q8 II 
0 0 0 0 
• 
so ihat- by corollary B. 2. 3 again - G8 ?;, ~ 
0 0 0 
Proof of proposition 3.4 
:By assumption 61 ( Cf5, ~TT 7 cr) = 0 so that-using the formula 
for 61 in B.1 - ~-t(~) = n( ~) = 1 and v(~) = H(x) = 0 • 
Hence - by corollary B.2.3 - l!a~-t + bv!l < l!an+ bH\1 for all real 
numbers a and b • a = 1 and b = 0 yields 11~-tll < I! nil = 1 • 
On the other hand !!~-t!l 2: ~-tC'}) = 1 so that 11~-t!l = 1 • It follows 
that 11~-t+ll + l!~-t-!! = ll~-t!! = 1 = !-1(~) = 1!1-t+ll- !l~-t-11 so that 1!~-t-1\ = 0. 
Hence ~ is a probability measure and it remains to show that 
~ >> v • Decompose v = v 1 + v2 where v1 >> u and v2 1 u • 
Then: 
I! ~\t - v1 !I + II v2ll = II S\l -vii :S.II STT- cr!l 
so that 
Put g = dv 1/du • Then we may write 
= 
= 
= 
II s~ - v 1 !I - ! s I = 11 ( su - v 1 ) + II + II ( su - v 1 ) -II - l s I 
!I ( su - \) 1 ) +!! - II ( SI-t - \) 1 ) -ll + 211 ( SI-t - \) 1 ) -II - ! s ! 
( su - \) 1 ) ( ~ ) + 2 J ( s - g)-du - ! s ! 
s - v 1 ( ";1 ) + 2 J ( g - s ) du - I ; ! 
g>s 
C.3 t 2 J {g- S)df.L-v1 {Pi) when s > 0 
-
= g>s 
2 J ( g - S) dfl - v 1 ( ':r) + 2 s when s < 0 
-g>s 
- \l 1 ( ~) + as when s ~ 0 where as ... 0 as s ... co 
2 J gdll - J gdll + 2 s 1-1 ( g ,=:; s) - \l 1 (1\AJ when s < 0 
g,=:?. . d 
when s > 0 
when s < 0 where bs ... 0 as s ... _co 
Similarily - using that rr >> a - we get: 
1 im c !I s I! - a ll - I s I = o J = o 
'sl-oco 
s ... co in ( §) yields l!\l2 11 .::: \l 1 (f\j-) while 
Hence \l 1 (~) = 0 = !lv2 1! 
in (§) yields 
so that \) << 1-1 
·o 
The missing assumption in proposition 4.11, theorem 6.1, 
theorem 6.2~ proposition 6.5 and theorem 6.6 is: xis aBorel sub 
set of a Polish space and ~ is the class of Borel sub sets of X· 
This assumption may be avoided in proposition 4.11 by dropping 
condition (iii). 
Finally the proof of corollary 6.3 requires not only this 
assumption but also the same assumption on (x~Jf) . 
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